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Abstract 
Studies have shown that the dynamics of polymer supported films are strongly 
influenced by the specificities of the supporting surface. One key factor to the influence is 
the polymer-substrate interaction: the stronger this interaction is, the slower the dynamics 
become as the film thins. In the first part of this thesis, it is demonstrated that the dynamics 
of polymer films (measured by effective viscosity, ηeff) can be controlled by adjusting the 
polymer-substrate interactions. Polystyrene (PS) films supported by oxide-covered silicon 
was used as the model system. A combination of ultraviolet ozone (UVO) treatment of the 
polymer, and variable treatments of the substrate to change the concentrations of surface 
Si-OH groups, was used to adjust the polymer-substrate interaction. The ηeff of films was 
found to increase with the attractive interactions between the UVO-induced oxygenated 
groups in the polymer and the Si-OH on the substrate. Interesting implications about the 
dynamic properties of polymer surfaces were also drawn from the ηeff results. 
In the second part of this thesis, the supporting substrate was replaced by silicon 
covered by a soft, compliant layer of polymethylsiloxane (PDMS). Previous results showed 
that PS slips strongly on this surface. The ηeff of entangled PS on PDMS were measured 
and the films with Mw > ~393 kg/mol were found to slip in the rubbery elastic state, which 
  vii 
is not discussed by prevailing theory. Based on the results, this study establishes for the 
first time that strongly slipping solid films obey the same linear relation as strongly slipping 
liquid films and a single friction coefficient is able to describe all the data. A microscopic 
model is proposed to explain the observations. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
 
1.1 Motivation 
Numerous existing and emergent technologies in devices manufacturing industry employ 
thin polymer films, including biomedical coatings, semiconductors, micro and 
optoelectronics, etc. As nanotechnology evolves to shrink the size of functional devices for 
better performance, the thickness of polymer films used is progressively reduced to 
nanoscale. However, studies have shown that the physical properties of polymer films at 
thicknesses below 100 nm are different from the bulk properties [1-20]. In most cases, 
those property differences are found to arise from interfacial effects that escalate with the 
interfacial area-to-volume ratio as the film thins [1, 5, 17, 21-25]. Since polymer thin films 
used in technological applications are deposited onto a large variety of surfaces, there is a 
strong motivation to seek specificities of the supporting surfaces that play a non-trivial role 
in determining the properties of polymer films. Furthermore, one envisages the possibility 
of common strategies of engineering the interfaces to control the properties of polymer 
films. 
Technologically, the capability to control the properties of polymer films will 
enable the design of products with desirable performances. From a scientific standpoint, 
nanometer polymer films provide excellent model systems to study the confinement effects 
due to their simplicity, namely they involve confinement of the polymer in one dimension 
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only. By studying the correlations between the interface alterations to the property changes, 
one will gain insight into the mechanism underlying the confinement effect on polymer 
molecules, which is poorly understood. 
This thesis is structured around two possible sources of nanoconfinement effect on 
the dynamic properties of polymer thin films, namely the polymer-substrate interactions 
and interfacial slippage. We utilize both chemical and physical methods to modify the 
interfaces of supported polymer films and then investigate the thickness dependence of the 
dynamic properties (measured by effective viscosity, eff). The backbone of this research 
is to understand the mechanism of thin film dynamics and seek general methods of 
modulating the properties of polymer films by modifying the interfaces.  
 
1.2 Outline of the thesis 
This thesis is comprised of works that examine the influences of polymer-substrate 
interactions and interfacial slippage (realized by using a soft polymer interfacial layer) on 
the effective viscosity (eff) of thin polymer films. The outline of this thesis is as follows. 
Chapter 2 provides an overview on the background of polymer film research 
relevant to this work. Chapter 3 introduces the theoretical background for measuring the 
effective viscosity, eff, of polymer films and analyses of the eff measurements that would 
enable us to determine the dynamics heterogeneity and slippage condition in the films. 
Chapter 4 is an overview of the experimental techniques used in this experiment.  
Chapter 5 and 6 describe the approach used in this thesis to modulate the eff of 
polystyrene (PS) films by using a combination of ultraviolet ozone (UVO) treatment of the 
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polymer and variable treatments of the substrates that adjust the concentrations of Si-OH 
and Si-H groups on the surface. In Chapter 5, will provide details on the dynamics of lightly 
UVO-treated PS with different molecular weights, and implications of the experimental 
results about the dynamic properties of the surface mobile layer. Chapter 6 will 
demonstrate that the dynamics of our films can be controllably adjusted by chemically 
adjusting the polymer-substrate interactions. Chapter 7 describes how we modified the 
supporting silicon substrate of the films by covering them with a soft, compliant layer of 
polymethylsiloxane (PDMS), and much enhanced dynamics of entangled PS films we 
found on these surfaces. Discussions will be given on the fundamental origin of the 
enhancement in dynamics due to strong slippage.  
 Lastly, Chapter 8 summarizes this thesis. 
  
  
4 
Chapter 2  
Background of Research 
 
This chapter provides an overview of background of polymer and polymer thin films. The 
basics of polymer molecules and the dynamical properties of bulk polymer are presented. 
A discussion on deviation from bulk behavior of the dynamic properties of polymers 
confined in thin films is provided and different interfacial effects on the dynamics of thin 
films are examined. 
 
2.1 Polymer chain molecules 
Polymers are large chain molecules made up of smaller repeating chemical units, known 
as monomers, held together by covalent bonds. Polymers have a broad range of physical 
properties for many reasons. First, polymer molecules have a wide variety of chemical 
structures, e.g., chemical constitutions for monomers and the arrangement of monomers. 
Second, the number of monomers per polymer chain or the length of polymer chain is 
adjustable. In the following sections, these two important characteristics of polymer will 
be discussed.  
 
2.1.1 Chemical structure of polymer molecules 
Many common classes of polymers are composed of carbon and other atoms. Due 
to the nature of carbon, one or more other atoms can be attached to each carbon atom, 
resulting in a wide variety of different chemical compositions for monomer units in 
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polymer chains. Fig. 2.1 displays structures of three polymer that have been analyzed in 
this thesis: polystyrene (PS), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), and 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). The backbone or main chain of a polymer is the longest 
series of covalently bonded atoms that create the continuous chain of the molecule. The 
side chain of a polymer is the pendent chemical group that is attached to the backbone. PS 
and PMMA has a C-C backbone, while PDMA has a Si-O backbone. Also PS has a phenyl 
ring as the side group, while PMMA has a methyl group and a linear ester group.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Chemical structure of (a) polystyrene, (b) poly (methyl methacrylate), (c) 
polydimethylsiloxane 
 
Even a difference as small as one atom in the monomers results in different 
properties of polymer. For example, different commercially available polymers are 
produced by para-substituting the hydrogen atom with different functional groups, as 
shown in Fig. 2.2. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Chemical structures of polystyrene para-substituted with different fuctional groups 
a) b) c) 
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There is a wide variety of different types of monomer in polymer chains and it is 
not necessary for them to be all the same. Those with a single kind of monomer are called 
homopolymer and those contains more than one kind of monomers are copolymers. 
Starting from monomers A and B, linear copolymers could be classified by the location of 
different monomers including random, block, alternating, and grafted copolymers, as 
shown in Fig. 2.3. The relative amounts of the different kinds of monomer units are also 
important to the properties of copolymers.  
 
 
Figure 2.3: Different types of copolymers: 1) random, called poly(A-r-B) 2) block, called poly(A-b-
B) 3) alternating 4) grafted.  
 
 The properties of polymers can not only be controlled by changing the chemical 
composition of monomers, but also by changing the arrangement of monomers. 
 
2.1.2 Size of polymer molecules 
 The size of a polymer molecule chain is dependent on both the chemical 
composition of monomers and the number of monomers in a polymer chain, called the 
degree of polymerization, N. The molar mass MW of a polymer is defined by the degree of 
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polymerization times the molar mass of monomers. Because the degree of polymerization 
of individual molecules composed of synthetic polymer is not evenly distributed, people 
use number-average molar mass Mn and weight-average molar mass Mw to describe the 
molar mass characteristic of polymers.  
2
,
i i i ii i
n w
i i ii i
N MW N MW
M M
N N MW
 
 
 
   (2.1) 
The Mn is more sensitive to molecules of low molecular mass, while Mw is more 
sensitive to molecules of high molecular mass. The ratio of Mw and Mn gives the 
polydispersity index (PDI) which indicates the distribution of molecular mass in a given 
polymer sample. A PDI of 1 means that the molecules are perfectly monodispersed where 
all polymer chains have the same molecular weight. 
 To find the length scale of a polymer molecule, , we consider a long polymer chain, 
which can be described as a freely jointed chain involving N freely-jointed effective bonds of 
length b, called Kuhn length. The conformations of successive Kuhn segments are 
uncorrelated, so the polymer chain is a random walk of N segments with length b. The 
mean-square end-to-end distance can be derived: 
2 2R nb             (2.2) 
The size of a polymer is expressed by the radius of gyration (Rg) which is the 
average root mean square distance between the monomers and the center of mass of the 
chain. For an ideal chain in a melt of other chemically identical chains, 
g
6
N
R b      (2.3) 
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 The values of Kuhn length b, which depends solely on the material, have been 
published. Different polymers have different b values. The polymers with bulkier side 
groups tend to have a higher b value, due to the big side groups sterically inhibiting bond 
rotation. For example, b for polystyrene is 0.67 nm, b for poly (methyl methacrylate) is 
0.65 nm [26]. They both have big side groups. The polymers studied in this thesis has a 
PDI ≤ 1.10 and are close to monodispersed, i.e., MW ≈ Mw ≈ Mn. Their degree of 
polymerization N = MW/Mmononer and therefore Rg could be calculated. For example, 
different sizes of PS molecules used in this thesis are shown in Table 2.1. 
 
Table 2.1: Radius of gyration for PS with different molecular weights 
Mw (kg/mol) Rg (nm) 
451       18 
115 9.1 
60 6.6 
13.7 3.1 
2.4 1.3 
  
 
2.2 Dynamic properties of bulk polymer  
There are many important dynamic properties for bulk polymer, such as the glass transition 
temperature (Tg), self-diffusion coefficient (D), and viscosity (). This thesis work 
investigated the flow dynamics, which can be characterized by , of polymer films near or 
above the polymer Tg. Thus the detailed discussions of  and Tg are provided.  
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2.2.1 Viscosity 
Viscosity is defined to be the ratio of shear stress, , to strain rate, u/y, of a fluid under 
a uniform applied shear stress as shown in Fig. 2.4: 
/
u
y
 
 
  
 
     (2.4) 
By this definition, viscosity is an indicator of a fluid’s resistance to flow.  
For amorphous polymer, the viscosity depends mainly on the inner- and inter-
molecular forces, the molecular weight, and the temperature. The usual types of inner- and 
inter-molecular forces in polymer are van der Waals forces and hydrogen bonds, which is 
a material dependent parameter. A friction coefficient ζ could be introduced to address the 
frictional interactions between monomers. On the other hand, the polymer chain length 
(molecular weight) and temperature are physical parameters independent of the materials’ 
chemical composition, which are easy to adjust in experiment and applications. Both of 
them are will be discussed in details in the following sections. 
 
 
Figure 2.4: The velocity gradient in the y direction 
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2.2.1.1 Viscosity vs molecular weight 
Due to the connectivity of polymer chain, as a monomer moves, the other 
monomers in the chain also need to move. Since the number of monomers is proportional 
to the molecular weight, the viscosity should increase with increasing molecular weight. 
There are two different regimes for this molecular weight dependence, which have different 
power law exponents for how the viscosity scales with molecular weight. The cross-over 
between these two regimes occurs at the entanglement molecular weight Me. For molecular 
weights smaller than Me, the chains can be modelled as N beads connected by springs, 
which are confined by neighboring chains, i.e., Rouse model. For molecular weights larger 
than Me, topological constraints (entanglements) from surrounding chains confine the 
motion of a polymer chain to a tube, i.e., reputation model. 
 
Low molecular weight − Rouse model 
 Rouse has first successfully developed a molecular model to describe dynamics for 
unentangled polymers. In this model, the chain is considered as N beads connected by 
springs of root mean square size b, the beads only interact with each other through the 
connecting springs. The friction on each bead is associated with the friction coefficient ζ. 
In the presence of solvent, the solvent is assumed to be freely draining through the chain. 
The total friction coefficient of the Rouse chain is ζR = N ζ. The viscous friction force on 
the chain is f = - N ζ u, where u is the velocity of the chain. The diffusion coefficient of the 
Rouse chain is obtained from the Einstein relation [27]: 
B
R
ζ
k T
D
N
 .     (2.5) 
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The Rouse time τR, which is the time required for a Rouse chain to diffuse a distance of the 
order of its size, is given by [27] 
2 2
R
R B
ζ
τ
R NR
D k T
  .              (2.6) 
In the Rouse Model, given that each chain is represented by N beads connected by 
springs, there are in total N modes associated with the chain’s motion, and the expression 
of the relaxation time τp associated with the p-th mode is given by [27] 
2
p 0τ τ ( )
N
p
 , p = 1, 2, … N.     (2.7) 
where τ0, called Kuhn monomer relaxation time, is given by [27] 
2
0
B
ζ
τ
b
k T
 .      (2.8) 
where b is the Kuhn monomer length, and ζ is the monomer friction coefficient. As 
indicated by Eq. (2.10), each mode is associated to a relaxation time τp, and the longest 
relaxation time (p = 1) is the Rouse time 
2
R
B
ζ
τ
NR
k T
  as defined previously in Eq. (2.6). 
The Rouse time is the relaxation time over which the entire chain will diffuse a distance 
equal to its size [27]. In addition, on time scales shorter than the Rouse time, the chain 
exhibits viscoelastic modes and contributes to the elastic modulus; on time scales longer 
than the Rouse time, the chain motion is simply diffusive [27]. By considering that after 
time t, each of the modes contributes energy on the scale of ~ kBT to the elastic modulus 
μ(t), which is given by [27]: 
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1/2B
3
0
μ( ) ( )
τ
k T t
t
b
  for τ0 < t <  τR.   (2.9)  
The viscosity η can be obtained by integrating the elastic modulus μ(t) over time t [27]:  
0
η μ( )t dt

       (2.10) 
By substituting the expression of μ(t) from Eq. (2.12) into Eq. (2.13), the Rouse viscosity 
is given by [27] 
R w
ζ
η N M
b
      (2.11) 
 
Hight molecular weight − Reptation model 
Pierre-Gilles de Gennes introduced the concept of reptation into polymer physics, 
which is used as a mechanism to explain the motion of entangled polymer. describe the 
motion of linear entangled polymers [1]. The model is called the Reptation model. It 
assumes the chain motion to be restricted in a tube-like region, as shown in Fig 2.5. With 
small portions of the chain fluctuating around the primitive path, the entire chain moves 
along the tube in a way analogous to the motion of a snake or a worm.  
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Figure 2.5: Reptation of a polymer chain along its contour. 
 
In the Reptation Model, the polymer chain can move along the tube by diffusion of 
small loops in the chain, with sections of the tube being removed and added at the ends of 
the chain. The corresponding diffusivity, which is also called curvilinear diffusion 
coefficient and denoted by Dc here, is simply the Rouse diffusion coefficient given by Eq. 
(2.5): 
B
c
ζ
k T
D
N
 .      (2.12) 
The relaxation time it takes for this chain to diffuse over the contour length of the primitive 
path L , is the reptation time τrep, as given by: 
2
rep
c
τ
L
D
 ,     (2.13) 
e
bN
L
N
 .     (2.14)  
where Ne is the number of monomers per entanglement. By substituting Eq. (2.14) into Eq. 
(2.13), the reptation time τrep is given by 
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2 3
rep
B e
ζ
τ
b N
k T N
      (2.15) 
At small length scales, the segments of the polymer chains do not feel any effect from the 
entanglement and the longest relaxation time for this segment consisting of up to Ne 
monomers is given by Eq. 2.5 with p = 1 and N replaced by Ne: 
2
2 2
e 0
B
ζ
τ τ ( )e e
b
N N
k T
  .              (2.16) 
 At τe all of the unrelaxed modes are associated with length scales on which the 
constraints from entanglement are felt. These modes require a longer time to relax due to 
the entanglement, especially τrep >> τe for entangled long polymer chains. Thus the elastic 
modulus changes very slowly, resulting in a rubbery plateau, where µ(t) remains constant 
and equal to a plateau modulus µe = µ(τe). By substituting Eq. (2.16) into Eq. (2.8), the 
expression of µe is given: 
B
3
μe
e
k T
N b
      (2.17) 
The value of plateau modulus µe is decided by the entanglement of polymer and is 
independent of the total chain length. Substituting Eq. (2.17) and Eq. (2.15) into Eq. (2.10), 
the viscosity for reputation model is estimated: 
 
2
3 3
rep
B e
ζ
η e rep w
b
N M
k TN
       (2.18) 
This relation 
3η wM  is a reasonable approximation of the actual observed relationship 
through experiments, 
3.4η wM . 
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In summary, the relationships between viscosity and molecular weight are η ~ wM
for unentangled polymers and 
3η ~ wM for entangled polymers. It should be also 
emphasized that entangled polymers should be treated as a viscoelastic liquid, which has 
an almost constant elastic modulus μ(t) over a wide range of time during a stress relaxation 
experiment. In contrast, unentangled polymers, which has a μ(t) with short-time decay (Eq. 
(2.9)), can be treated as a viscous liquid. Because there are prominent differences in the 
dynamics between unentangled and entangled polymers, a detailed discussion about the 
dynamics of unentangled and entangled polymer thin films is given in Chapter 4.3. 
 
2.2.1.2 Viscosity vs temperature 
The viscosity of an amorphous polymer also depends on temperature. Amorphous 
polymers are a class of glass forming liquid, which means their viscosity appears to 
diverge as temperature decreases. One successful and widely used model to describe 
the viscosity of glass forming liquids is the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) equation. 
The viscosity is modelled with activation temperature TA, and a temperature where 
the viscosity diverges Tv, such that 
0η( ) η exp
A
v
T
T
T T
 
  
 
   (2.19) 
The parameters η0, TA, and Tv all depend on the polymer and its molecular weight. 
To understand the temperature dependence of viscosity, the concept of free volume 
can be introduced, which can be defined as the accessible volume to the polymer 
molecules. The free volume varies from system to system, and it is dependent on the 
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temperature, pressure, molecular interactions, material density, etcetera. Higher 
temperature means larger free volume which decrease the viscosity.  
 
2.2.2 Glass transition temperature 
Glass transition temperature Tg corresponds to a temperature point when a polymer, 
on heating, undergoes a transition from an amorphous glassy state to a rubbery state that 
may subsequently begin to flow given adequate time. The reverse transition, called 
“vitrification”, is achieved by supercooling the polymer from the rubber state, bypassing 
crystallization, to the glassy state. During the vitrification, the viscosity of a polymer 
typically rises up rapidly to 1012 Pa  s upon past Tg. Despite the massive change of viscosity 
across the Tg, the glass transition is distinct from a phase transition [28]. As Fig. 2.6 
illustrates, a glass transtion is continuous in the first derivative of the volume and enthalpy 
with respect to temperature, in contrast to a discontinuity (at melting point Tm) in the first 
derivative for a crystallization process. 
 
Figure 2.6: Tg can be defined by using the plot of volume (or enthalpy) against temperature. The exact 
value of Tg depends on the cooling rate, so that there are two different Tg (Tga and Tgb) acquired at 
different cooling rates (slower and faster, respectively). 
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2.3 Non-bulklike properties of nanoconfined films 
As the thickness of polymer films is reduced, eventually the chains will be confined in one 
dimension while being stretched in the other two dimensions, especially when the film 
thickness becomes comparable to the typical size, Rg, of the chains. This confinement may 
affect the dynamic properties of thin polymer films. At the same time, a thinner film will 
result in the interfacial regions having a larger influence on the measured properties of the 
film. 
 
2.3.1 Viscosity 
Using the method of dewetting experiments of PS thin films on glass slides, Reiter 
predicted that the viscosity of PS thin films should decrease from the bulk viscosity as the 
film thickness h0 decreases, by directly relating the polymer viscosity to the dewetting 
velocity observed [29]. After that, more comprehensive viscosity studies of PS thin films 
supported by silica with a wide range of MW (from 2.4 to 2,300 kg/mol) were carried out 
by our group. The results are briefly summarized as follows. 
Yang et al. systematically studied the unentangled PS thin films supported by silica 
with Mw = 2.4 kg/mol and thickness h0 varying from 2.3 nm to 79 nm for the effective 
viscosity ηeff versus temperature T. The result, ηeff(h0, T), is shown in Fig. 2.7(a) as a 
function of T [30]. For analysis purposes in the thickness and temperature dependencies of 
ηeff(h0, T), the separate variables h0 and T in the function ηeff(h0, T) are set to certain values 
in turn, so that we can examine ηeff(h0) at a certain T and ηeff(T) at a certain h0.  
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Figure 2.7: (a) Effective viscosity ηeff versus temperature T with varying thickness h0 for silica 
supported PS thin films with Mw = 2.4 kg/mol. The solid lines are the best fits to the VFT relation (Eq. 
(2.20)). (b) Kauzmann temperature TK from a fit of ηeff to the VFT function. Adapted from [30]. 
 
First, one observes that at any given temperature T, the ηeff of the films with 
thickness below ~50 nm decreases with decreasing film thickness h0 [30]. It is found in 
more recent studies by our group that the ηeff reduction discovered therein is not limited to 
a low MW, but rather also found in higher MW’s up to 2,300 kg/mol [30, 31].  
In addition to the thickness dependence of ηeff, the temperature dependence of ηeff 
is also of interest. As illustrated in Fig. 2.8 (a), the temperature dependence of the ηeff data 
at any given thickness h0 could be described by the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) 
relation: 
K
η( ) η( )exp( )
B
T
T T
 

,    (2.20) 
where the Kauzmann temperature, TK, is the temperature at which the viscosity η(T) 
approaches infinity, and B is a constant. For PS, K g 50KT T   and B = 1620 K [32]. 
Shown in Fig. 2.5(b) is the thickness dependence of TK found by fitting each group of ηeff(T) 
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in Fig. 2.5 (a) to the VFT function [30]. Similarity found between the thickness dependence 
of TK and that of Tg suggests a probable correlation between the discovered thickness-
dependent depression of ηeff and Tg in PS thin films at Mw = 2.4 kg/mol (but this correlation 
turned out to be non-universal at high MW as discussed below) [30].  
In a later follow-up study, the ηeff of PS/SiOx with a broad range of MW from 13.7 
kg/mol (unentangled) to 2,300 kg/mol (entangled) was examined for h0 = 3 to 20 nm and 
a fixed temperature of 120oC. Detailed analysis of the data (shown in Fig. 2.6) revealed 
that the flow dynamics of the thin films with MW < ~100 kg/mol was dominated by the 
surface mobility, but for the high-MW films (MW > ~100 kg/mol) slippage at the substrate 
interface dominated. Moreover, the interfacial slippage was instigated by enhanced 
mobility at the free surface. 
 
 
Figure 2.8: MW dependence of ηeff from PS/SiOx at 120oC, with varying film thickness from 3 to 20 
nm, in contrast to the MW dependence of ηbulk. The dashed line denotes the bulk viscosity ηbulk. Adapted 
from [31]. 
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2.3.2 Glass transition temperature 
Since Jackson and McKenna [33] discovered that the glass transition temperature, 
Tg, of o-terphenyl and benzyl alcohol, upon confinement in nano-porous glasses, can be 
visibly different from the bulk Tg, many other glass-formers [34, 35], notably polymeric 
thin films [1, 3, 21, 36-56] had been found to exhibit similar and related phenomena. The 
first systematic measurements of Tg for supported polymer thin films were performed in 
the early 1990’s by Keddie and coworkers on PS films [57, 58]. As shown in Fig. 2.9, the 
Tg of PS films supported by the native oxide of silicon is depressed as the film thickness h0 
decreases, and the Tg(h0) of PS appears to be independent of MW, with Mw ranging from 
120 to 2900 kg/mol [57, 58]. The thickness dependence Tg(h0) can be fit to an empirical 
equation of the form: 
δ
g 0 g
0
( ) ( ) 1
A
T h T
h
  
    
   
    (2.21) 
where g ( )T  = 373.8 K, the characteristic ratio A = 3.2 nm, and the exponential δ = 1.8 for 
PS [58]. The experimental results imply that the free interface makes the major contribution 
to the Tg reduction in PS films. 
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Figure 2.9: Tg depression for thin PS films supported on the native oxide of silicon with Mw = 120 (○), 
501 (◊), and 2900 kg/mol (Δ). Adapted from Reference [58].  
  
While the effect of the free surface is important, the effect from the interface with 
the substrate could sometimes dominate. Keddie et al. [58] also found that the Tg of 
polymer thin films under nano-confinement could be enlarged as the film thickness h0 
decreases, e.g., PMMA films supported by silicon covered with a native oxide layer as 
shown in Fig. 2.8. The Tg enlargement was attributed to the strong hydrogen bonding 
between PMMA and the substrate, resulting in a low mobility of chain and a dominantly 
enlarged Tg near the substrate surface. 
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Figure 2.10: Tg enhancement for thin PMMA films supported on the native oxide of silicon. Adapted 
from Reference [58].  
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Chapter 3  
Effective Viscosity of Polymer Films, eff: Method of Measurement and 
Interpretation of eff 
 
The viscosity of bulk polymer melt has been well studied and understood. And the 
measurement of bulk viscosity can be carried in various of commercial rheometers. 
However, the minimum sample thicknesses required for rheometer are often in the range 
of millimeters. Since polymer thin films are used in technological applications, there is a 
strong motivation to probe the viscosity of thin films. Our group developed a method of 
measuring the viscosity of polymer thin films by capturing the time evolution of the film 
surface fluctuations [16, 59, 60], which has been successfully used to study the dynamic of 
various polymer thin films in the past decade. This chapter consists of an introduction of 
this method of measuring thin film viscosity and results interpretation. 
 
3.1 Method to measure the effective viscosity  
Polymer films freshly prepared by spin-coating usually have surfaces flatter than those in 
an equilibrium state. When a polymer film is heated up to a temperature, T, where the 
polymer has sufficient mobility, the film roughens. The rate of roughness increase depends 
on the transport property of the polymer films, which is measured by the total mobiliy, Mtot, 
or equivalently, effective viscosity, ηeff. [16]  
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In carrying out the measurement, a sequence of topographical images of the 
specimen film were captured at different annealing times by tapping-mode atomic force 
microscopy (AFM). The data were then multiplied by a Welch function, Fourier-
transformed and radial-averaged to produce the power spectral density (PSD),[61, 62] as 
those shown in Fig. 3.1. The whole annealing process was conducted in nitrogen to protect 
the film from thermal degradation. We limited the annealing time to be short as such that 
the film roughness was much less than the film thickness, h0, and no holes were detectable 
in the topographic image.  
 Since the polymer film are generally not perfectly flat, any local height fluctuation, 
δh(r, t), in the film produces a local excess pressure, P(r,t) = -γ∇2δh(r,t) + G”(h)δh(r,t) (S7, 
S10), where r is a position vector in the plane of the film, γ is the surface tension of the 
polymer and G(h) is the interfacial potential of the film. The excess pressure P(r,t) induces 
a two-dimensional polymer (flow) flux in the film. In the long-wavelength limit, qh << 1, 
which is valid in this experiment, the planar flux is given by: J = -Mtot∇P(r,t) + ξ(r,t), where 
q is the wavevector, and ξ(r, t) denotes conserved noise arising from thermal activations. 
A linear stability analysis on the associated flow continuity equation predicts the following 
expression for the time-dependent PSD (S7, S10):  
            
2 2 ' '
,0 2
0
( ) exp(2 ) 1 exp(2 )
"( )
B
q q q q
s
k T
A t A t t
q G h
 
         
,                         (3.1a) 
where 
2 2
,0 (0)q qA A  and 
1
' 2 2
tot 0"( )q sM q q G h

        for unentangled films, (3.1b) 
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or 
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 for entangled films.         (3.1c) 
Here, q is the wave vector, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the measurement temperature 
in degrees Kelvin, s is the sample surface tension, 0 is the rubbery shear modulus of film 
if it is entangled, and G(h0) = A/(12h02) is the interfacial potential, with A being the 
Hamaker constant as published previously[63]. We had also let A to vary as a fit parameter 
and found that it has little impact on the fit result.  
 
 
Figure 3.1: Illustration of our approach for obtaining the timed-sequence of PSD from which Mtot is deduced. 
 
 Eq. (3.1) portrays a dynamic process by which surface capillary wave modes with 
different q’s are excited. By fitting the timed PSD sequence of a sample film to Eq. (3.1a) 
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coupled with Eq. (3.1b) provided Mw < Mc ~ 31 kg/mol, the characteristic molecular weight 
for entanglement [26] or Eq. (3.1c) otherwise, we determined Mtot. Fig. 3.2(a) and (b) show 
a representative sequence of PSDs obtained from an unentangled and entangled film, 
respectively. As seen, the best fit lines to our model (solid lines) describe both data well. 
In determining the fit, we first fit the upper envelop of the data to Aq
2 = kBT / sq2, which is 
the theoretical PSD of a bulk liquid with surface tension s. By setting T equal to the 
measurement temperature, we determined s (red dashed line). Then the entire data set was 
fit to Eq. 1(a) and 1(c) (or 1(b)) by using Mtot and 0 (or Mtot only) as the fit parameters 
while assuming the experimental or previously determined values for the other parameters.  
 
 
Figure 3.2: PSDs of an unentangled (a) and an entangled (b) polymer film 
 
To interpret the result, we take note that Mtot is the steady-state unit-width current 
produced in the film upon application of a unit pressure gradient P across it. 
Mathematically,  
0
0
[ ]/ | |t t
h
oM v z dz P   , where v(z) is the velocity profile in the film. 
[59] For polymer films supported by a solid substrate with no slip, if the viscosity of the 
a) b) 
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film, η, does not vary with position, Mtot = h03/(3η). However, various experiments show 
that more often than not,  is a function of depth, z, due to perturbations to the polymer 
dynamics by the interfaces. [16-18, 64, 65]  In addition, the no-slip boundary condition 
does not always apply, especially when the films are ultrathin (namely h0 < ~Rg). [18] We 
thus define the effective viscosity ηeff by: [16, 59]  
eff  h03/(3Mtot).                            (3.2)  
Under this definition, eff is the viscosity of a film if the film is homogeneous and exhibits 
no slippage. Otherwise, eff is an effective viscosity measuring the overall resistance of the 
film to flow.  
 
3.2 Interpretation of the thickness dependence of effective viscosity 
To investigate the confinement effect on the thin film dynamics, we measured the thickness 
dependence eff(h0) of polymer films. By fitting the data to a layer model assuming a 
specific (z) and slippage condition, we inferred information about the dynamic 
heterogeneity [16-18, 64, 65] and slippage condition of the films. [18, 19] Below, we detail 
how the idea is implemented. 
 
3.2.1 Quadratic flow pattern in thin films 
By recalling the definition of Mtot and ηeff,  
0
0
[ ]/ | |t t
h
oM v z dz P    and eff  
h0
3/(3Mtot), Mtot or ηeff determines the velocity profile of the flow in films. Therefore, we 
firstly discuss the flow pattern in polymer films with homogeneous viscosity, i.e., ηeff = η 
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is a constant. As mentioned in Section 3.1, at sufficiently long times, even entangled 
polymer films behave as a viscous liquid and can be treated as a Newtonian fluid. The 
motion of viscous liquid is generally described by the Navier-Stokes equations. For 
incompressible flow in the thin film, the Navier–Stokes equations can be written as 
2P v                                  (3.3) 
where v is the velocity field of the fluid and ∇P is the pressure gradient parallel to the film 
surface. Under the pressure gradient, the polymer flows in one direction. Without loss of 
generality, we can assume the dominant term to be 𝜂𝜕𝑧
2𝑣𝑥 . Eq. (3.3) can be further 
simplified to be 
2
2
xvPP
x z


   
 
                              (3.4) 
The solution to Eq. (3.4) results in a quadratic velocity profile given by: 
2
1 2( )
2
x
P z
v z C z C

 
   
 
                      (3.5) 
where C1 and C2 are constants and can be determined by boundary conditions.  
For example, for non-slipping conditions, the flow velocity at the substrate surface 
is 0, i.e., 𝑣𝑥 = 0 at 𝑧 = 0. And there is no viscous stress at the free surface, i.e., 𝜕𝑧𝑣𝑥 = 0 
for 𝑧 = ℎ0. Using this boundary condition in Eq. (3.5), we obtain C1 = h0 and C2 = 0. As 
shown in Fig. 3.3, the velocity profile in non-slipping films with homogeneous viscosity 
is: 
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2
x
P
v z z h z


                        (3.6) 
The Mtot is the shaded area in grey in Fig. 3.3 divided by -P. 
 
 
Figure 3.3: Mobility of a liquid film with non-slipping boundary. The shaded area in grey denotes the total 
mobility times -P. 
 
However, in general the viscosity may vary along the film depth and the no-slip condition 
may not apply. 
 
3.2.2 Heterogeneous dynamics of films with no slippage 
 To describe the dynamics of films with heterogeneous viscosities, our group uses 
layer-models.  The films are assumed to be open-top channels with infinitely large lateral 
extent and contain several layers of fluid with different viscosities for each layer. 
  
3.2.2.1 Two-layer model (valid when the polymer-substrate interaction is weak) 
 In previous experiments conducted in our group [5], we found that the effective 
viscosity of unentangled polystyrene (PS) thin films supported by silica deviates from the 
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bulk. To explain this, we proposed a two-layer model consisting of a homogeneous mobile 
layer at the free surface (with viscosity ηt and thickness ht) and a bulk-like inner layer (with 
viscosity ηb and thickness ht = h0 – hb) as shown in Fig. 3.4.  
 
 
Figure 3.4: Schematic showing the two-layer model. The shaded area in grey denotes the total mobility 
times -P. 
 
By assuming the no-slip boundary condition at the bottom surface, zero interfacial 
tension between the two layers, and zero stress at the free surface, the fluid velocity profile 
in the fluid v(z) is found to be:  
2( ) 2( )
2
x b t
b
P
v z z h h z


        (z < hb) 
and   2( ) ( ) 2 ( ) (2 )
2
t
x b t b b b t
t b
P
v z z h h z h h h h

 
 
      
 
   (z > hb)           (3.7) 
By using this result, we calculate total mobility of the film: 
3 3 3 3 3
0( )
3 3 3 3 3
t b t b t b t t
tot
t b b b t b
h h h h h h h h h
M
     

     
        (3.8) 
Combining Eq. (3.2) and (3.8), we derive the effective viscosity of two-layer model: 
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                                        (3.9) 
 
3.2.2.2 Three-layer model (valid when the polymer-substrate interaction is strong) 
The phenomenon of eff increasing upon nano-confinement has been previously 
observed by a former group member from unentangled poly(methyl methacrylate) 
(PMMA) films deposited on silica [17]. In that work, the eff(h0) relationship was described 
over a wide range of temperatures by using a three-layer model, consisting of a bulk-like 
layer (where the viscosity equaled the bulk viscosity, bulk) sandwiched between a surface 
mobile layer (where the thickness was ht and mobility was Mt) and a dead bottom layer 
(where the thickness was hd and mobility was zero), which is shown in Fig.3.5. The three-
model is basically a two-layer model on an immobile bottom layer, which is introduced to 
address the strong interaction between polymer and substrate. Substituting hb with hbulk, 
bwith bulk, and h0 with h0 – hd in Eq. (3.8) and (3.9), the total mobility and effective 
viscosity of three-layer model are found:  
3 3 3 3 3
0( ) ( )
3 3 3 3 3
t bulk t bulk t bulk d t t
tot
t bulk bulk bulk t bulk
h h h h h h h h h h
M
     
 
               (3.10) 
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 
                             (3.11) 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic showing the three-layer model. The shaded area in grey denotes the total mobility 
times -P. 
 
3.2.3 Dynamics of films with slippage 
The slippage of liquid molecules at the solid/liquid interface means that the liquid 
velocity on the substrate surface, vs, is not zero. As shown in Fig. 3.6, it is common to 
describe this boundary condition by the slip length, b, according to the relation, 𝜕𝑧𝑣𝑥 =
𝑣𝑠/𝑏 at 𝑧 = 0; And there is no viscous stress at the free surface, i.e., 𝜕𝑧𝑣𝑥 = 0 for 𝑧 = ℎ0. 
For slipping films with homogenous viscosity, using these boundary conditions in Eq. (3.5) 
to determine the constant C1 and C2 results in the following manner:  
2
0 0( )
2
x
P z
v z h z h b

 
   
 
                       (3.12) 
 
Using the velocity profile and definition of Mtot, the expression of mobility for thin films 
on slippery substrate can be shown to be given by: 
3 2
0 0
1
( )
3
totM h h b

                                         (3.13) 
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Under the strong-slip situation, where the slip length b is much larger than the film 
thickness h0, mobility can be approximated by 
2
0
1
3
totM h b

                                         (3.14) 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Horizontal velocity profiles for no-slip, partial-slip, and full-slip boundary conditions. The 
larger of slip length, b, the stronger the slippage. 
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Chapter 4  
Experimental Methods 
 
In this chapter, the sample preparation and characterization instruments used will be 
introduced. Uniform polymer films with different thicknesses were prepared on various of 
substrates by spin-coating. We used atomic force microscopy to capture the morphology 
of polymer films and find their effective viscosity by modeling the changes in film surface 
structures after annealing. Ellipsometry was used to measure the film thicknesses. We used 
ultraviolet ozone (UVO) to modify the film surface chemistry and explore its impact on 
the thin film dynamics. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), water contact angle 
measurement, and gel permeation chromatography (GPC) were used to characterize the 
chemistry of UVO treated polymer films. 
 
4.1 Film preparation 
4.1.1 Preparing substrates 
As mentioned in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, the properties of substrate interfaces could 
have a great impact of the dynamics of supported thin film. For example, the thin PMMA 
films on silica substrates and gold substrates showed different glass transition 
temperatures. The friction between polymer melt and substrate is influenced by the 
roughness of the substrate. Herein in order to obtain reproducible and valid results for thin 
film dynamics, we need to use chemically stable flat substrates with uniform roughness. In 
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this study, we chose commonly used polished silicon wafers to support the polymer films. 
To investigate the dynamics of thin films with various interfacial conditions, we either 
chemically modified or used another polymer to graft the substrate surfaces as described 
below. 
4.1.1.1 Substrates with different concentration of Si-OH groups on the surface 
We used single-crystal (100) silicon wafers covered by a 100  5 nm thick thermal 
or those covered a native oxide layer (Si-TECH Inc., Topsfield, MA) were used as 
substrates. Both of them were polished with a roughness of ~ 0.1 nm. The wafers were cut 
in to 1 cm  1 cm slides before cleaning in a freshly prepared piranha solution at 130 oC 
for 20 min to remove dust and organic contamination. If a hydrophilic surface was desired, 
silicon wafers with a 100 nm oxide layer were used, and rinsed in DIW after piranha 
cleaning. This leaves the substrate surface with excessive silanol (Si-OH) groups [66] and 
a water contact angle (CA) of 0o. We refer to these substrates as SiOH below.  
If more hydrophobic substrate surfaces were desired, wafers with a native oxide 
layer were employed, and submerged in a 0.05% hydrofluoric acid (HF) aqueous solution 
(Fisher Scientific Co.) after piranha rinsing. HF-based solutions are the most widely used 
etching agents to remove silicon oxide and the silicon surface after being etched in HF has 
been found to be capped with hydrophobic Si-H groups. [67-69] As Fig. 4.1 shows, CA 
increases with HF etching time, tHF, after tHF ~ 4 min then saturates to ~77 o after tHF ~14 
min. To further adjust the surface condition of the substrate surface, we took the HF-etched 
substrates that had attained the saturated CA, then either dried them directly with N2 gas 
(resulting in substrates referred to as SiH below) or submerged them again in a piranha 
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solution followed by DIW rinsing before N2 drying. The latter procedure was found to 
return CA to 0o, showing that the ultimate substrate surface groups were predominantly Si-
OH. As we will see below, the condition of these surfaces is likely to be intermediate 
between that of piranha-rinsed substrates and HF-rinsed substrates. We thus label them as 
SiHOH below. 
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Figure 4.1: Water contact angle of our HF-etched substrates against HF etching time, tHF. 
 
4.1.1.2 Substrates covered with soft compliant pol 
To prepare slipping substrate, we coated the Si-OH substrate surfaces with an 
adsorbed layer of a linear polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). There are mainly three reason 
why we choose PDMS: 1) The PDMS has a melting point of -49.9 − 40° [Knovel Critical 
Tables] and is in liquid form at room temperature. It can act as a lubricant and increase the 
slippage between the polymer film and substrate; 2) The surface free energy of PDMS is 
quite low compared with most of common polymers. [69] Therefore, the PDMS surface 
cannot be wetted by the PS melts. In addition, PDMS interacts weakly with PS [70]; 3) 
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PDMS have an excellent adhesion to silicon dioxide [71]. In this work, the PDMS (Mw = 
90 kg/mol and PDI = 1.96) were purchased from Scientific Polymer Products (Ontario, 
NY) and used without any purification. Then cleaned 100 nm SiOx-OH substrates were 
coated with a PDMS film by spin-coating from a toluene (> 99.8%, Fisher Scientific Co.) 
solution. The PDMS films were then annealed at 150 ºC for 5 h under ~1 Pa. After rinsing 
the PDMS films with toluene, an irreversibly adsorbed PDMS layer would be left on the 
substrate and its thickness was 7 1  nm. 
 
4.1.2 Preparing film samples 
The polymers we used included narrow distribution standard polystyrenes (PS) 
purchased from Scientific Polymer Products (Ontario, NY) and Polymer Source Inc. 
(Dorval, Quebec). The PS had a weight-average molecular weight (Mw) between 13.7 and 
451 kg/mol and a polydispersity index (PDI) of 1.01 – 1.1. According to the supplier, one 
end of the PS is a butyl group and the other end is saturated styrene. Below we label 
different PS polymers by PSXXK, where XX is the Mw in kg/mol.  
To prepare a polymer film with thicknesses ranging from nanometres to microns, 
one of the most common methods is spin-coating. A typical process involves dissolving 
the polymer in a volatile solvent, depositing the polymer solution onto a substrate, and then 
spinning the substrate at high speed. The centrifugal force spreads the polymer solution 
onto the substrate and a uniform layer of polymer remains after the solvent evaporates. By 
adjusting the concentration of polymer solution and the spinning rate, we are also able to 
control the thickness of prepared polymer films. Using the same experimental procedure 
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and parameters leads to repeatable film thicknesses with small variations relative to the 
thickness values.  
 In practice, we firstly dissolved the polymer in toluene (> 99.8%, Fisher Scientific 
Co.) to produce solutions with different concentrations and then filtered the solutions 
through a PTFE membrane with a nominal pore size of 0.1 µm (Fisher Scientific Co.). 
Prior to use, we often sonicated the polymer solution, especially the concentrated one, for 
5 min to make sure that it was uniform. The freshly prepared substrate was mounted onto 
a spin-coater (Institute of Microelectronics of Chinese Academy of Sciences, KW-4A) and 
anchored by a vacuum pump. We quickly dropped the filtered polymer solution onto the 
substrate by a pipette until the solution covered the whole substrate surface. This was 
immediately followed by rotating the substrate. The spinning rate typically ranged from 
1500 to 5000 revolutions per minutes (rpm). Finally, the as-cast films were left in the 
ambient environment for at least 5 h to get rid of the residual toluene inside the polymer 
matrix. 
 
4.2 Ellipsometry measurement of film thickness 
There are various methods to measure film thickness. For instance, it can be directly 
obtained from cross sectional analysis of the film sample by transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) or scanning electron microscopy (SEM). However, large dose of 
electron beam exposure in TEM or SEM will damage polymer and leads to polymer 
degradation [72]. Another method is to scratch part of the film off with a blade and measure 
the step height of the remaining film by a profilometer or an atomic force microscope 
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(AFM), the former for thick films and the latter for thin films. We could also use polarized 
optical light as a probe and measure the film thickness by looking at the changes of 
polarization on reflection from a film coated surface, i.e., ellipsometry. Ellipsometry can 
determine the values of multilayer film thicknesses down to below one nanometer and up 
to several hundred nanometers. It is superior to other techniques of measuring polymer film 
thickness, because ellipsometry is non-destructive, precise, and efficient. However, when 
film thickness is larger than or approximately equal to the wavelength the polarized light, 
ellipsometry could only solve for a series of possible values for film thicknesses. The 
reason involves the periodic characteristic of light waves, which will be elaborated in the 
following. Therefore, all film thicknesses in this thesis were obtained by ellipsometry. For 
film with thickness larger than 250 nm, by scratching the film and measuring the height 
step using non-contact AFM, we could select the correct film thickness from the thickness 
values obtained by ellipsometry. 
 
 
Figure 4.2: Orientations of s- and p-polarization in an ellipsometric coordinate system. Reflection from 
the sample changes the ellipse of polarization 
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The working principle of ellipsometry is based on the polarization of a light beam 
being altered upon reflection from polymer surface, polymer-substrate interface, and even 
polymer-polymer interface for multilayer films. As shown in Fig. 4.2, an incident probing 
beam is linearly polarized with complex components within and perpendicular to the plane 
of incidence, respectively (so-called p- and s- polarization). After reflection, the sample’s 
reflectivity and the phase change induced to the probing beam are different for light with 
linear polarization, which obeys Fresnel's equations. Ellipsometry measures both the ratio 
of the reflectivity and the relative phase change of the p- and s-components, and yields 
these quantities as so-called ellipsometric angles ψ and Δ: 
tan
p
s
p s
R
R
 
 
  
                                                                (4.1) 
where tan( )  is the amplitude ratio of p- and s- components upon reflection, and Δ is the 
phase shift upon reflection. Due to the fact that Ψ and Δ are independent parameters, two 
unknown optical properties, usually film thickness and refractive index, of the sample of a 
film system of up to three film layers supported on a substrate. At the period thicknesses, 
hperiod, the ellipsometric angles are often back to the same value as for zero thickness, so a 
single pair of Ψ and Δ can only give a thickness between 0 and hperiod, while the actual 
thickness is given by  
 measured periodh h m h                                                       (4.2) 
where m is a non-negative integer. In the case of PS film, the expression of hperiod is 
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                                                            (4.3) 
where n1 is the refractive index of PS, λ and ϕ, respectively, is the wavelength and incidence 
angle of the incident light. The ellipsometer used in our measurements is a Stokes 
Ellipsometer LSE (Gaertner Scientific Corporation). It uses a HeNe laser to provide a light 
source at wavelength of 632.8 nm that is linearly polarized at an angle of π/4 relative to 
polarization direction, the incident laser has a fixed incidence angle of ϕ = 70º. PS has a 
refractive index of 1.59 and hperiod is around 250 nm. 
 After the data acquisition of Ψ and Δ, model analysis and fitting must be performed 
to extract other physical properties, because ellipsometry is an indirect method and the 
measured Ψ and Δ cannot be converted directly into the dielectric constants of the sample. 
In most of the cases, to solve for unknown physical properties, a layer model must be 
assumed, which considers the dielectric function tensors and thickness parameters of all 
layers of the sample including the correct layer sequence. Using an iterative procedure 
(least-squares minimization), unknown dielectric constants and thickness parameters are 
varied, and the corresponding Ψ and Δ values are calculated using the Fresnel equations. 
The calculated Ψ and Δ values which match the experimental data best provide the 
dielectric constants and thickness parameters of the sample as a final solution. 
 
4.3 Measurement of film surface topography by atomic force microscope 
We study the dynamics of polymer melt by observing changes in surface structures of 
polymer films, which are often at the nanoscale. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
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determines the surface topography of a sample surface by measuring the force between a 
nanometer probe and the sample and the height resolution, which is limited by the 
piezoelectric scanner, can be on the order of fractions of a nanometer. In this thesis, we 
used a Ntegra Vita AFM (NT-MDT) to obtain the topographic data of the polymer films. 
As shown in Fig. 4.3, depending on the force or distance between probe and sample, the 
AFM is commonly operated in two different imaging modes, contact mode and tapping 
mode (also called non-contact mode).  
 
 
Figure 4.3: Plot of probe-sample force as a function of probe-sample distance. 
 
As the name suggests, the AFM probe doesn’t physically make contact with the 
sample surface in the last mode. In this study, the last mode was used to avoid probe 
damaging the surface of soft polymer melt or bringing in contaminants. Under the non-
contact mode, the probe vibrated at the resonance frequency (20-200 kHz) above the film 
surface, as shown in Fig. 3.4. And the vibration varies when the distance between the probe 
and the sample surface varies. This behavior is due to that the van der Waals force between 
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the probe and sample changes with the probe-sample distance, which results in a change in 
the vibrating amplitude. During measurement, the vibrating amplitude was pre-determined 
and would be maintained constant by an electronic feedback loop in AFM. As the probe 
got close to a bump/pit on the sample surface, the attractive force between probe and 
sample surface increased/decreased, resulting in the decrease/increase in the probe’s 
vibrating amplitude. This change of the vibrating amplitude was then input to the feedback 
loop and the probe-sample separation is adjusted accordingly to maintain the constant 
amplitude of vibration. 
 
 
Figure 4.4: Schematic drawing of AFM in tapping mode. 
 
4.4 Ultraviolet ozone treatment 
Ultraviolet ozone (UVO) treatment [73] is a simple and cost-effective method for altering 
the surface chemistry of polymers. These alterations arise from chemical reactions with 
introduction of oxygen species to the topmost molecular layers of the specimen [73], and 
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is described for a variety of polymers, including polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [74, 75], 
polyethylene (PE) [76], polyether ether ketone (PEEK) [76], polypropylene (PP) [77], 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) [78], and polystyrene (PS) [78-80].  
In this work, ultraviolet ozone treatments were performed in a commercial UVO 
cleaner (ProcleanerTM Plus, BioForce Nanosciences Inc., Ames, IA) equipped with a 
mercury grid lamp with emission wavelengths between 185 and 450 nm and a maximum 
intensity at 253.65 nm. The nominal output of the UVO lamp was 19.39 mW/cm2 at a 
distance of 11.1 mm. Before treatment, the UVO cleaner was turned on to allow the lamp 
to stabilize for 30 min. Ozone was generated from atmospheric oxygen in the chamber 
during this process. The distance between the sample and grid lamp was maintained at 7.4 
mm during treatment and the exposure time was kept at 1.0 s. We have checked that this 
treatment procedure generated reproducible changes to the eff of the films.  
 
4.5 Chemical analysis 
4.5.1 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is the most widely used surface analysis 
technique because it can be applied to a broad range of materials and provides valuable 
quantitative and chemical state information from the surface of the material being studied. 
XPS is typically accomplished by exciting a samples surface with mono-energetic X-rays 
causing photoelectrons to be emitted from the sample surface. An electron energy analyzer 
is used to measure the energy of the emitted photoelectrons. From the binding energy and 
intensity of a photoelectron peak, the elemental identity, chemical state, and quantity of a 
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detected element can be determined. 
In this work, the surface elementary composition of PS451K films with thickness, 
h0 = 110 nm was characterized before and after 1.0 s and 90.0 s of UVO exposure by using 
survey and high-resolution XPS. The value of h0 was chosen as such to eliminate the impact 
of the substrate surface on the XPS signal, as confirmed by the absence of Si in the signal 
received. Except for the samples used to investigate whether the surface chains of the UVO 
1s exposed films diffused away from the film surface (for which they were annealed in 
nitrogen at 172 °C for 15min), all the other samples were used without any thermal 
treatment. The XPS spectra at a take-off angle of 90° and 25° were recorded on an Axis 
Ultra DLD multi-technique system equipped with a mono-chromated AlKα radiation 
operated at 75 W. Charge neutralization was used for all samples by using a low energy 
flood gun operating at a bias of 0.5 V with a filament current of 1.7 A. All spectra were 
acquired in hybrid mode, using both the electrostatic and the magnetic lenses. A pass 
energy of 160 eV was used for the survey spectra and a pass energy of 40 eV was used for 
the high-resolution spectra.  
Elemental surface compositions (atomic %) were calculated from peak areas, 
obtained from high-resolution spectra after subtraction of a linear background, and using 
the sensitivity factors provided by the instrument manufacturer. The chemical shift data 
were obtained by using the center of the C-C/C-H peak at 285.0 eV as a reference. Surface 
chemical information was obtained by analyzing the carbon-1s peak after subtracting a 
linear background. Peak fit and area calculations were carried out by using the CasaXPS 
software. 
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4.5.2 Gel permeation chromatography 
For gel permeation chromatography (GPC) measurements, thick PS films are 
required to provide sufficient material to enable a GPC run. To make these films, PS451K 
solutions (3.0 wt%) prepared as described above are cast onto 3 cm  3 cm pre-cleaned 
silica slides, and let dry under ambient conditions for 1 d. To determine the film thickness, 
the films are scratched at several locations with a razor blade, whereat the cross-sectional 
profile is imaged by atomic force microscopy (AFM). The AFM result gives h0 = 1.6 ± 0.6 
µm. Prior to GPC, the cast films are treated by UVO for times of 1.0, 60.0 and 120.0 s. An 
untreated film is also studied for control. To prepare the GPC samples, the films are 
dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (THF, HPLC grade, 99.9+ %, Fisher Scientific Co.) to make 
a solution of 4 mg/mL concentration. The solutions are then filtered through a PTFE 
membrane filter with nominal pore size of 0.2 µm (Millex®, EMD Millipore). GPC 
measurements are performed using a Rainin Instrument Co. Inc. pump equipped with an 
OPTILAB DSP refractive index (RI) detector. Two series-connected Jordi Gel DVB 
columns are employed with THF as the eluent at a flow rate of 1 mL/min at 25 °C. The 
MW calibration curve is obtained with Agilent technologies PS standards. The Mw and PDI 
values of the specimen are calculated from the GPC data by using the built-in software of 
the instrument. 
4.5.3 Water contact angle analysis 
To assess the surface condition of a specimen, water contact angle (CA) was 
measured by using a Kruss DSA 100 contact angle goninometer under ambient conditions. 
Measurements were obtained by placing droplets of purified water (5 μL in volume) at five 
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different locations of the specimen surface and using the average of the five measurements 
as the measured CA and standard deviation as the measurement error. The specimens 
studied include SiOH, SiH and SiHOH and PS451k films with h0 = 5 and 20 nm supported 
by SiOH before and after UVO treatment, and with and without thermal annealing.
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Chapter 5  
Effective Viscosity of UVO-Treated Polystyrene Films on Silicon with 
Different Molecular Weights 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Confining a polymer in nanoscale dimensions often results in changes of the polymer’s 
properties. Understanding the mechanism underpinning the changes is not only of practical 
value, but also fundamental interest. Nanometer polymer films have been excellent model 
systems for studying confinement effects due to their simplicity, namely they involve 
confinement of the polymer in one dimension only. The impacts of such a confinement 
setting on a variety of dynamic and mechanical properties have been investigated, 
including elastic modulus (E) [81-83], glass transition temperature (Tg) [1-15], self-
diffusion coefficient (D) [24, 64, 84, 85], and effective viscosity (eff) [16-20], etc. It has 
been found that the alterations arise in most cases from interfacial effects that escalate with 
the interfacial area-to-volume ratio as the film thins. In supported films, there are two kinds 
of interfaces, namely the polymer-air interface (or the free surface) and the polymer-
substrate interface. The former is has been reported to cause enhancement to the polymer 
dynamics but depression to the mechanical strength [2, 5, 16, 82], while the latter the 
opposite [1, 17, 64] or no change if the polymer-substrate interactions are weak enough [3, 
5, 13].  
Based on the above discussions, one envisages the possibility of adjusting the 
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properties of polymer films by locally modifying the polymer material near the interfaces. 
Ultraviolet ozone treatment (UVO) [73] is a simple and cost-effective method for altering 
the surface chemistry of polymers. These alterations arise from chemical reactions with 
introduction of oxygen species to the topmost molecular layers of the specimen as well as 
crosslinking polymer molecules [73]. Torres et al. [82] found that the elastic modulus of 
entangled polystyrene (PS) films with thicknesses < ~60 nm supported by PDMS (PS-
PDMS) changed from depressed to bulk-like after exposing the films to ultraviolet ozone 
(UVO) for ≥ 30 s. Similar exposures of unentangled PS-PDMS films, however, brought no 
change to the thickness dependence of the elastic modulus of the films.  
In this chapter, we explored the use of UVO treatment to modify the eff of PS films 
supported by hydrophilic silica and we studied the eff versus h0 of similarly UVO-exposed 
PS-SiOx films with Mw from 2.4K to 451K g/mol. To examine if new chemical groups m 
form in the films during UVO exposure [86] that could augment the interactions between 
the polymer and the substrate surface, we performed X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS) on UVO-treated samples. We also investigated the molecular weight distributions 
of PS films with and without UVO treatment to check if UVO induced any crosslinking. 
By fitting the eff versus h0 data to the layer model, we revealed the heterogeneous 
dynamics in polymer thin films. Lastly, we discussed implications of these results about 
the dynamic properties of the surface mobile layer. 
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5.2 Influence of UVO on effective viscosity 
All PS films in this chapter were supported by hydrophilic silica substrates (SiOH) as 
mentioned in Section 4.1.1, unless stated otherwise. We treated PS films with 1 s exposure 
of UVO. As discussed in detail in Chapter 3, our dynamic measurement of polymer films  
 
 
Figure 5.1: (a) Effective viscosity ηeff versus film thickness h0 for 13.7 and 451 kg/mol PS supported 
by hydrophilic SiOx (SiOH), both pristine and after 1 s UVO exposure. The measurement temperature 
was 120 and 172 oC, respectively. The upper and lower dashed line indicates the bulk viscosity of 
PS451K and PS13.7K, respectively. (b) ηeff versus h0 of PS451k films treated by UVO as in (a) but 
supported by HF-etched Si (SiH). 
 
is based on the fact that as-cast spin-coated polymer films are smoother than equilibrium 
[18]. So they roughen when heated to a sufficiently high temperature, T. To monitor the 
roughening dynamics, we captured topographic images of the sample by tapping-mode 
AFM after annealing it in N2 for different times, t, at an elevated temperature. Then the 
images (checked to contain no holes) were multiplied by a Welch function, Fourier-
transformed and radial-averaged to produce the power spectral density, PSD [18]. Then we 
fitted the time-dependent PSD to Eq. (3.1) to obtain the effective viscosity. Lastly, we used 
SiOH SiH 
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layer models to fit measured the thickness dependence of effective viscosity (eff(h0)) to 
investigate the heterogeneous dynamics in thin films. Fig. 5.1(a) shows the eff(h0) of 
pristine (open symbols) and 1 s UVO exposed (solid symbols) PS films with Mw = 451 and 
13.7 kg/mol.  
 
 
Figure 5.2: PSDs (symbols) of an UVO-1s exposed PS13.7 film with h0 = 2.8 nm being annealed at 
172 oC for various times shown in the legend. In (a), the solid lines are calculations using the 
viscoelastic film model assuming eff = 1  109 Pas and 0 = 450 Pa. The color code of the lines 
follows that of the symbols. In (b), the solid lines are calculations using the liquid film model 
assuming eff = 2  108 Pas.     
 
For the pristine films of both Mw’s, as h0 was decreased below ~30 to 60 nm, eff 
started to decrease clearly from bulk (dashed lines in Fig. 5.1). The origin of this 
phenomenon is established. For PS13.7K, it is caused by enhanced mobility at the free 
surface. [16, 18] For the PS451K, however, it is caused by promotion of interfacial slippage 
in the films by the free surface. [18]  For the UVO-exposed films (solid symbols), the 
eff(h0) dependence varies with the Mw. For the PS451K films, eff = bulk on decreasing h0 
from 200 nm. But when h0 reached ~20 nm (c.f. Rg  18 nm [28]), eff increased abruptly 
with further reduction in h0. As for the PS13.7K films, the eff decreased with decreasing 
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h0 in the same manner as the pristine counterparts (open diamonds, Fig. 5.1) until h0 fell 
below Rg ( 3.1 nm [28]) whereupon evolutions in the film surface became essentially 
halted.  
To show that the surface dynamics of exposed PS13.7K ultrathin films were indeed 
halted, we display the PSDs of one such film with h0 = 2.8 nm annealed at 172 °C in Fig. 
5.2. (Note that 172 °C is much higher than the annealing temperature used to study the rest 
of the PS13.7K films shown in Fig. 5.1, which was 120 °C.) As seen, the PSD of this film 
did not evolve even at this high temperature for ~3.5 d, except for an initial, abrupt rise that 
is characteristic of polymer films softening from the room-temperature glassy state to the 
rubbery state on heating above the Tg. [60]  However, the present evolution is different 
from that of entangled polymer films. In entangled polymer films, the rubbery state lasts 
for a limited time corresponding to the entanglement time, after which the PSD of the film 
evolves again. [60] On the other hand, the exposed 2.8 nm PS13.7K film exhibited an 
elastic character that persisted even after 3.5 d annealing at 172 °C. This behavior is 
reminiscent of a polymer brush. [87]  In fact, the fit value found of the shear modulus of 
this film (0 = 450 Pa) is similar to that of a film constructed to mimic a Guiselin brush. 
[87]   
We thus surmise that UVO exposure introduces chemical groups to the PS polymer 
that promotes their anchoring to the substrate surface. To explore this idea, we did two 
experiments. In the first experiment, we measured ηeff of UVO 1 s exposed PS451k films 
on HF-etched silicon. The result, displayed in Fig. 5.1b, shows that the rise in ηeff found at 
small h0 (< Rg) is significantly reduced compared to that of the SiOx-supported films. 
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(Note: at h0 ∼ 5 nm, ηeff/ηbulk was decreased from ∼240 to ∼1.8 when the substrate surface 
was changed from SiOx to HF-etched Si.) This strongly suggests that the increase in ηeff of 
the UVO 1 s exposed films is caused by enhancement in the polymer-substrate interaction. 
In the second experiment, chemical analysis is conducted on UVO treated PS. 
 
5.3 Changes in the polymer chemistry by UVO exposure 
We employ X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) to study changes, if any, in the 
chemistry of the polymer upon UVO exposure. Fig. 5.3(a) shows the XPS carbon-1s high-
resolution spectrum of pristine PS, where the C-C/C-H peaks of the main chain and -* 
shake-up peak of the phenyl rings can be seen. After exposure to UVO for 90.0 s, new 
peaks emerge, corresponding to the O=C-O, C=O C-OR and  C-C/C-H bonds. At the 
same time, the height of the -* peak decreases suggesting breakage of the phenyl rings. 
Oxygenated groups as carbonyl groups had been found to form hydrogen bonds with the 
OH groups on the silica substrate surface, [88] which may account for the eff rise found 
in the UVO-exposed films.  
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Figure 5.3: Peak-fit carbon 1s XP spectra of a pristine PS film (a)  
and a 90 s UVO-exposed PS film (b). 
 
We have repeated the analysis on PS films subjected to various shorter exposure 
times. The results are shown in Fig. 5.4. As one can see, the extent of chemical modification 
decreases with decreasing UVO exposure time. At the exposure time used in this 
experiment (i.e., 1.0 s), the modification is < ∼1%. 
 
 
Figure 5.4: (a) Functional group distribution changes of UVO-exposed PS as a function of UVO 
exposure time. (b) Concentration of oxygen atoms as a function of UVO exposure time.  
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It has been pointed out before that PS could be cross-linked upon UVO treatment 
[89, 90]. And Torres et al. [82] ascribed the elastic modulus depression of the pristine films 
to the existence of a nanometer thin rubbery surface layer in PS, and elimination of the 
depression to crosslinking of the rubbery surface layer by UVO exposure, which was not 
effective if the films were unentangled. To investigate whether UVO treatment causes 
crosslinking of our polymer, the MW distributions of PS451K with and without UVO 
treatments were investigated by permeability chromatography (GPC). From the data 
presented in Fig. 5.5, the GPC spectrum broadens noticeably as the UVO exposure time 
increases to 60.0 s or above. However, the spectrum of the exposed films showed no 
noticeable change to the peak Mw compared to that of the pristine films. Based on the result, 
we think that crosslinking of the films is negligible for UVO exposure doses as low as 1 s. 
 
 
Figure 5.5: Molecular weight distributions of pristine PS451K and PS451K after 1.0, 60.0 and 
120.0 s UVO exposures. 
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5.4 Three-layer model analysis of the result  
In Fig. 5.1(a), a correlation is apparent between Rg and the onset thickness of the eff rise. 
We examine this correlation more carefully by studying the eff(h0) of UVO-exposed PS-
SiOx films at three additional Mw’s: 2.4K, 60K, and 115K g/mol. Because eff varied 
significantly with h0, we had to use different measurement temperatures to complete this 
study, which are displayed in Table 5.1. The result of this study is shown in Fig. 5.6 as 
aTeff/bulk versus h0/Rg, where aT is the shift factor calculated by using the data of bulk(T) 
[91] and 172 oC as the reference temperature. The normalization allows us to factor out the 
conventional influence of Mw on viscosity, and focus only on its effect on the eff(h0) 
dependence.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.6: Normalized effective viscosity versus normalized film thickness of pristine and UVO-1s 
exposed films with different Mw. Here, aT is the shift factor calculated by using the bulk of the polymers 
and 172 oC as the reference temperature. The thick solid lines are fits to the layer model (Eq.(5.1)).  
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Table 5.1: Temperatures used to measure the eff of different films. The lt, is a fitting parameter in three 
layer model and its value is close to Rg. See Table 5.2 for details. 
 
  
T (oC) for 
h0 < lt 
T (oC) for 
h0 > lt 
Pristine PS2.4K  75  75 
UVO-1s PS2.4K  172  75 
Pristine PS13K 120 120 
UVO-1s PS13K 172 120 
Pristine PS60K 140 140 
UVO-1s PS60K 172 140 
Pristine PS115K 160 160 
UVO-1s PS115K 172 160 
Pristine PS450K 172 172 
UVO-1s PS450K 172 172 
 
From Fig. 5.1, one sees that all the eff data rise above bulk when h0/Rg is decreased 
below ~1.  Furthermore, the slope of the eff rise increases with smaller Mw. To quantify 
these observations, we fit the data to a model introduced earlier for PMMA films supported 
by silica. [17] In this model, the polymer film is assumed to be a tri-layer consisting of a 
surface layer with thickness ht and viscosity t on top of a bulk-like layer in the middle, 
and a dynamically dead layer of thickness hd at the bottom. It further assumes that when h0 
is decreased toward a threshold thickness, lt, Mt (defined to be the contribution of the 
surface layer to Mtot and given by ht
3/3t) begins to decrease with decreasing h0 on a length 
scale of lt. The following equations provide a mathematically description of this model:  
                
3 3
0
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3 3
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tot t
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h h h
M M h
 
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where                              0
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 .                                       (5.1b) 
In Eq. (5.1a), the quantity inside the square brackets give the mobility of the bulk-like layer, 
where ht is the thickness of the surface layer. In applying these equations, we assume that 
ht = Rg considering that a polymer chain must move as a whole when it undergoes 
translational motions as in flows. Furthermore, when h0 – hd is smaller than ht, there can 
be no bulk-like layer and moreover the surface layer is cut short by the dead layer. As such, 
we set ht = h0 – hd under this circumstance, which results in Mtot = Mt(h0).   
 
Table 5.2: Summary of the tri-layer model fit result for UVO-1s PS films a) 
Sample Rg 
(nm) 
hd                   
(nm) 
lt          
(nm) 
Δlt         
(nm) 
Mt(∞)a) 
(nm3∙Pa-1∙s-1) 
t/bulkb) T/Tg
c) 
PS451k 18 2.3+1.3/-2.2 14.0±1.0 0.97±0.13 (5.4±1.6)×10
-4 1.1 1.09 
PS115k 9.1 2.2+2.4/-2.1 9.8±0.8 0.42±0.05 0.017±0.009 0.65 1.12 
PS60k 6.6 2.2+1.8/-2.1 7.5±0.5 0.10±0.01 0.063±0.029 0.49 1.17 
PS13.7k 3.1 1.1+0.5/-1.0 2.9±0.5 0 1.32±0.57 0.08 1.19 
PS2.4k 1.3 0.5+0.3/-0.4 1.6±0.3 0 4700±2500 1.5×10-4 1.15 
  
a) The relative errors of the fit parameters are typically less than ± 15%.  
b) The values have been rescaled to that at a reference temperature of 172 oC using the data of bulk(T). 
c) The values of ht was obtained by assuming the surface layer thickness ht to be Rg and the relation, t = 
ht3/3Mt(∞).   
d) The values of T (in K) are the measurement temperatures used for the exposed films with h0 above the 
eff rise. The Tg (in K) are based on those published in Ref. [4]. 
 
It is evident from Eq. (5.1b) that the parameter Mt() is the asymptotic value of Mt 
when h0 – lt >> lt. As h0 is decreased to the point where h0 – lt approaches or becomes less 
than zero, Eq. (5.1b) mandates that Mt(h0) decreases strongly with decreasing h0. We 
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ascribe such a reduction in Mt(h0) to the strong interactions between the exposed polymer 
and the substrate surface and the cutting short of the surface layer by the dead layer 
mentioned above. The model lines obtained by fitting Eq. (5.1a) and (5.1b) to the data are 
denoted by the thick solid lines in Fig. 5.2. As one can see, the model describes the data 
well. Table 5.2 summarizes the fit parameters.[28]   
Next, we elaborate the fit parameters. Shown in Fig. 5.7 is a plot of hd as a function 
of Rg (inferred from Mw [92]). As seen, for Rg > ~ 5 nm, hd is a constant ~2.23 nm, but 
plummets to 1.1 nm at Rg = 3.1 nm, corresponding to the PS13.7K film. We find that the 
small-Rg data can be described by hd = 0.37Rg (solid line).  As for lt and lt, a transition 
near Rg ~ 5 nm can also be perceived from their variations with Rg shown in Fig. 5.8(a) and 
8(b), respectively. Below this transition, lt ≈ Rg and lt ≈ 0. Above this transition, lt = 4.3 
nm + 0.55 Rg and lt = 0.074(Rg – 4.8 nm). From Fig. 5.7, one may trace the transition Rg 
to be approximately 3 times the maximum value of hd ( 2.2 nm, denoted by hd,max below). 
Fig. 5.9 shows schematic pictures summarizing these observations.  
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Figure 5.7: Dead layer thickness, hd versus Rg (open squares). The solid line is the best fit to the Rg  
6.6 nm data to hd = aRg with a being a fit parameter found to be 0.37. The dashed line denotes hd = 2.23 
nm, which best fits the Rg ≥ 6.6 nm data to a constant. 
 
 
Figure 5.8: (a) lt vs. Rg. (b) lt vs. Rg. The dashed lines are the best linear fits to the data with Rg > 5 
nm. The solid lines are guides-to-the-eye only. 
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Figure 5.9: Schematic drawings comparing Rg and the maximum dead layer thickness, hd,max, with lt 
and lt (i.e., the onset thickness and decay length, respectively) that characterize the suppression of Mt 
due to proximity to the substrate surface. Two qualitatively different cases are identified, namely (a) Rg 
> 2hd,max ( 4.4 nm) and (b) Rg < 2hd,max.  The functional form of Mt(h0) in each case is shown by a red 
line.  
 
First, we discuss the dynamics of ultrathin UVO treated films. The PSD evolution 
of the h0 = 2.8 nm UVO-exposed PS13.7k film (Fig. 5.2) shows that the film was essentially 
elastic throughout the annealing process from 150 s to 3.5 days at 172 oC. In contrast, a 
slightly thicker UVO-exposed PS13.7k film with h0 = 3.2 nm evolved as a Newtonian 
liquid. A tempting attribute to the solid behavior of the h0 = 2.8 nm film is that all the 
polymer chains in this film were irreversibly adsorbed onto the substrate surface, 
mimicking a Guiselin brush. [87]  According to Fujii et al., [93] upon extensively annealing 
thin films of PS-SiOx or PS on HF etched silicon above the Tg, an irreversibly adsorbed 
layer of the PS polymer developed on the substrate surface that could not be removed by 
vigorous rinsing with toluene even though toluene is a good solvent. To examine if the 
entire h0 = 2.8 nm UVO 1s-treated PS13.7k film might have become adsorbed to the 
substrate, we rinsed the film with fresh toluene multiple times as in Ref. [93]. We found 
that the thickness of the residue film was hresidue = 1.11 ± 0.08 nm. The fact that it is less 
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than the thickness of the film suggests that a good fraction (up to 60% = 1 - 1.11 nm / 2.8 
nm) of the polymer chains in the film were not bound to the substrate. Naively, one might 
think that some or all of the unbound chains should be able to contribute to Mtot to make it 
non-zero. We ponder the reason why this film and the near-substrate region within 0 < z < 
hd of the Mw ≥ 60K g/mol films might appear dead. One possibility is that the motions of 
the unadsorbed chains are obstructed by the adsorbed ones, which act as barriers.  
When the polymer chains are unentangled, this kind of obstructions is expected to 
take effect in the region where the adsorbed chains are physically present. For ultrathin 
films (defined to be ones with h0 < Rg), the region should be 0  z  h0, or the whole film. 
Within this region, if the density of the adsorbed chains is high enough, a percolation 
transition may take place whereupon the dynamics of the unadsorbed chains can be 
effectively jammed. As noted above, the fraction of adsorbed chains found of the h0 < 2.8 
nm UVO-exposed PS13.7k film is at least ~40%. We consider this a lower limit because 
toluene rinsing could have pulled some of the adsorbed chains out. Furthermore, the 
adsorbed chains could entangle with the unadsorbed chains to make the effective area 
fraction of the “obstacles” to be larger. If the effective area fraction of the obstacles exceeds 
the percolation threshold for planar translational motions (~68%) [94] which we believe is 
likely in our films, the flow dynamics could halt as found in the h0 = 2.8 nm (and thinner) 
UVO 1s-exposed PS13.7k films. For the thicker films with h0 > Rg, the unadsorbed chains 
can pass the adsorbed ones from above. Then the thickness of the dead zone should be the 
thickness of the adsorbed layer, which is (1.1 nm /3.1 nm)Rg = 0.35Rg, which agrees with 
the relation, hd = 0.37Rg found above. 
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When the polymer is sufficiently entangled, a high areal density of stagnant, 
adsorbed chains may not be sufficient to completely stop the flow dynamics of the 
unadsorbed chains. It is because the unadsorbed chains may still slither through the 
entanglement network of the adsorbed chains as in bulk polymer. With this sort of motions, 
Mtot would depend on the conformation of the entanglement network of the adsorbed 
chains. It has been resolved that the thickness of the adsorbed layer is of the order of ~Rg, 
[93] consisting of a tightly bound layer of flattened chains and a loosely bound layer of 
loops. [95] The loops closer to the substrate surface are shorter and denser than those farther 
away. As a result, we surmise that the unadsorbed chains, upon entanglement with these 
loops, can have their dynamics strongly suppressed. This scenario can lead to a 
dynamically dead zone near the substrate surface. Considering that the dead zone is caused 
by shorter loops, its thickness might not depend on the Mw (or Rg) of the adsorbed chains, 
which would explain the finding that hd = constant in the Rg > ~ 6 nm regime of Figure 6. 
As one moves away from the dead zone, the average loop length increases and their density 
decreases, so the effectiveness of their drag on the unadsorbed chains lessens. Then the 
unadsorbed chains might need to reach deeper into the adsorbed layer to experience the 
same degree of drag from the adsorbed chains as those of films with a lower Rg do. This 
may explain why lt continues to increase with Rg even after hd becomes constant at Rg ~ 6 
nm (Fig. 5.8(a) and 5.9(a)). It may similarly explain why lt (namely the distance over 
which Mt varies by a factor of 2 from its value at h0 = lt) increases with Rg for large values 
of Rg (Fig. 5.8(a) and 5.9(a)).   
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5.5 Implications about the dynamics of the surface mobile layer  
In a previous study, we found that the surface chains of PS2.4k-SiOx are much more mobile 
than those in the bulk polymer.[16] It is interesting to examine if the same holds for the 
UVO-exposed films. To this end, we estimate the relative surface viscosity, t/bulk of these 
films by assuming that t = ht3/3Mt(∞), ht = Rg and the value of bulk found on fitting Eq. 
(5.1a) to experiment. The hence calculated t/bulk are shown in Table 1. As seen, they are 
of the order of one for the films with Mw ≥ 60 kg/mol, meaning that the mobility of the 
surface chains of these films are similar to the bulk chains. In contrast, the t/bulk of the 
Mw = 2.4 and 13.7 kg/mol films are much smaller, equal to 0.015% and 8%, respectively. 
We contemplate that the bulk-like surface viscosity of the Mw ≥ 60 kg/mol films are due to 
entanglements between the surface and the bulk-like, inner chains. As a result, the 
dynamics of the surface chains are dragged to be bulk-like. The fact that t/bulk decreases 
appreciably as Mw is decreased below the characteristic Mw for entanglement supports this 
idea (Table 5.2). 
From first glance, a bulk-like surface viscosity for these films might seem 
contradictory to the noticeably enhanced surface relaxations deduced by Fakhraai and 
Forrest studying recovery of surface nanodeformations [21] and Ediger’s group studying 
reorientations of fluorescent molecules. [52]  We surmise that the different findings may 
be caused by different techniques probing different length scales of the dynamics: As noted 
above, while the surface chains may have enhanced dynamics up to a distance of ~Rg from 
the surface, when they entangle with the slow, bulk-like chains below, their translational 
motion becomes bulk-like.  
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Given that the couplings between the surface and inner chains are facilitated by 
entanglements, the topmost surface region with thickness of the order of the average 
distance between entanglements or ~ 5 nm [96] should have few entanglements with the 
inner chains and thence be able to maintain fast local motions. At temperatures below the 
Tg, surface probes with sizes smaller than ht such as nanodeformations (which had depths 
of ~3 ± 3 nm [21]) and fluorescent molecules might still sense significant polymer mobility 
even when translational motions of the polymer are arrested by entanglement with the bulk-
like inner chains. We liken the situation to that of a hypothetical molten “Gueslin brush” 
[87] interwoven with a chemically identical “polymer solid” by entanglement, wherein the 
fluffy brush corresponds to the mobile region and the polymer solid the bulk-like, inner 
region. This picture would account for the ~5 nm thick surface layer thickness found in the 
fluorescent probe reorientation experiment. [52] As temperature is increased above the Tg, 
the inner region begins to melt and flow. At the same time, the contrast in dynamics 
between the fluffy brush-like region and the bulk-like inner region decreases. [16] The 
dynamics sensed by the local probes becomes increasingly influenced by viscous flow (as 
opposed to the relatively local, viscoelastic relaxations probed in the T < Tg regime). Then 
the viscous drag from the chains in the inner region might cause the measured dynamics to 
be bulk-like. This picture would explain the finding of t/bulk ~ 1 in this experiment, and 
the approaches to bulk-like relaxations found in the nanodeformations and fluorescent 
probe reorientation experiments as T increased toward Tg. It should be noted that the 
circumstances just discussed apply to entangled films only. In unentangle films, where the 
coupling between surface and inner regions is absent, the surface chains can move 
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independently of the inner ones. As a result, enhanced surface mobility can take place even 
at T > Tg as evident from the small values of t/bulk (< 8%) found here for the Mw < 13.7 
kg/mol films (Table 5.2). It is noteworthy that similar enhancement was also found in the 
surface mobility of small-molecular glasses [97, 98]  and low-Mw [16] or oligomeric PS. 
[97]  
 
5.6 Conclusions  
We have studied the influence of brief, 1-second treatment in a commercial ultraviolet 
ozone (UVO) cleaner on the dynamics of polystyrene films supported by oxide-covered 
silicon. For all the Mw’s studied (2.4 to 451 kg/mol), noticeably enhanced effective 
viscosity, eff, was found in the UVO-exposed films when the film thickness, h0, was 
decreased below an onset thickness of the order of the radius of gyration of the polymer, 
Rg. The enhancement in eff is attributed to oxygenated groups found present in the UVO-
exposed PS polymer, which are able to form strong hydrogen bonds with the OH groups 
on the substrate surface. This view is supported by the finding that the enhancement in eff 
became much reduced when the substrate surface was treated by HF etching.  
Most interestingly, just above h0  Rg, eff of the entangled films (Mw  60k g/mol) 
were bulk-like, but those of the unentangled films (Mw  13.7k g/mol) were depressed. The 
fact that the manner in which eff was depressed in the latter was identical to that of the 
pristine films shows that the UVO 1s treatment itself does not cause alteration to the 
intrinsic dynamics of the polymer. The observed increase in eff should then involve an 
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extrinsic factor. We surmise that the extrinsic factor is the interaction between the 
oxygenated groups and the OH surface groups of the substrate. Increases in eff with 
thickness reduction also suggest that there is no slip in the films for otherwise the opposite 
thickness dependence should be found.[18]  
Because reductions in the eff of non-slipping polymers films originate from 
enhanced mobility at the free surface, [16] our result indicates that the surface mobility of 
the unentangled films is enhanced, but that of the entangled films is bulk-like. We attribute 
this finding to the viscous drag suffered by the surface chains of the entangled films due to 
entanglements with the bulk-like, inner chains, which are absent for the unentangled films. 
Because the concentration of UVO-induced chemical groups is extremely low (< ~1%) and 
eff of the treated and pristine films are the same (except when they are ultrathin where the 
substrate effect sets in), we believe that the physical insights gained here about the surface 
mobile layer of our films are applicable to that of pristine PS films. Indeed, the picture 
arising from this result about the surface mobile layer is able to explain a variety of surface 
relaxation phenomena reported in the literature.  
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Chapter 6  
Tuning the Effective Viscosity of Polystyrene Films by UVO and 
Substrate Surface Modifications  
 
6.1 Introduction 
Polymer thin films are broadly used in applications owing to their versatility and ease of 
fabrication. As technology advances, demands for polymer films with nanoscale features 
and/or thicknesses increase. Recent studies have shown that the properties of polymers 
under nano-confinement are usually different from those of the bulk materials, and the 
differences can sometimes be quite large [1, 3-5, 11, 14, 16-19, 36, 54, 64, 65, 82, 83, 99-
102]. One popular postulate for the confinement-induced changes in properties is that they 
are caused by changes in the polymer mobility frequently observed at an interface [1, 5, 
17, 21-25]. Near a substrate surface, polymer segments tend to be less mobile and the 
degree of dynamics suppression expected to increase with the polymer-substrate 
interactions. [1, 17, 22, 103]. 
As was introduced in Chapter 5, low-dose UVO treatment increased the effective 
viscosity, eff, of polystyrene films and we found that it was caused by interaction between 
UVO-introduced oxygenated groups and substrate surface. Based on the reports above, in 
this chapter we proposed an approach to tune the eff of polymer films by modifying the 
chemical groups in the polymer and those on the substrate surface whereby the polymer-
substrate interaction is adjustable. Polystyrene (PS) supported by oxide-coated silicon was 
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employed as the model system. Chemical modification to the polymer was attained by 
ultraviolet ozone (UVO) treatment of the films for an exposure time of 1.0 s, the same as 
Chapter 5; [65] that to the substrate surface was attained by submerging the substrates in 
an aqueous hydrogen fluoride solution (HF) followed by drying in N2 or submersion in a 
piranha solution and then deionized water (DIW) before drying or both. We expected that 
enhancements or reductions of the eff confinement effect by different degrees could be 
achieved in a predictable manner, affirming the proposed approach. 
 
6.2 Influence of UVO and substrate modification on effective viscosity  
The section 4.1.1 describes the detailed experimental process to prepare substrates with 
different surfaces using HF etching and different conventional wafer cleaning procedures. 
Fig. 6.1 displays the main result of this chapter, different dynamical properties of polymer 
films resulting from chemical modifications of the polymer films and substrate surfaces. 
In this figure, the data are plotted as eff versus h0 for pristine (open symbols) and UVO-
treated films (solid symbols) supported by different substrate surfaces, namely SiOH 
(squares), SiHOH (triangles) and SiH (circles). For pristine films, eff decreases with 
decreasing h0 for all substrates. However, the degree of eff depression is different for 
different surface, following the order SiH < SiHOH < SiOH. This order is consistent with 
a previous result [18] and coincides with the order of substrate hydrophobicity as implied 
by the CA measurement. (Although both SiOH and SiHOH have CA = 0°, SiHOH is 
expected to possess more Si-H surface groups and be more hydrophobic than SiOH due to 
the way they were prepared.) Because PS is hydrophobic, we interpret the order of eff 
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depression noted to be caused by increasing polymer-substrate interactions with increasing 
substrate Si-H groups.   
 
 
Figure 6.1: Effective viscosity versus film thickness, h0, of pristine and UVO-treated PS451k films 
supported by different substrate surfaces as marked in the figure legend. The measurement temperature 
was 172 °C. The solid lines are fits to the three-layer model (Eq. 5.1(a) and 5.1(b)). 
 
 Next, we discuss the data of UVO-treated films (solid symbols) in Fig. 6.1. As one 
sees, eff of all these films converge to the same saturated, thick-film (h0 > 50 nm) value of 
(4 ± 1.4)  106 Pas. This value is comparable to the published bulk viscosity of PS451k, 
namely 1.9  106 Pas at T = 172 °C [91]. As h0 decreases below about 20 nm, close to the 
radius of gyration of the polymer, Rg ( 18 nm [92]), eff increases with decreasing h0. 
However, the degree of eff increase is different for different substrate types. Specifically, 
it follows the order of SiH < SiHOH < SiOH.  
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6.3 Diffusion of UVO-oxidized surface chains during annealing 
In Section 5.3, we performed XPS chemical analyses of PS451k films exposed to UVO 
and found that the oxygenated groups were formed in expense of the C=C bonds in the 
aromatic phenyl rings. The finding that oxygenated groups are present in the PS polymer 
after treatment by UVO supports the idea that there are likely to be strong bonds between 
the UVO-treated PS polymer and silanol groups on the substrate surface. According to the 
CA found of the substrates and the way by which these substrates are prepared, one 
anticipates that the concentration of silanol groups decreases in the order SiOH > SiHOH 
> SiH. This order corroborates with the order of ηeff enhancement displayed by the UVO-
treated thin films in Fig. 6.1, supporting the ηeff enhancement to be caused by interactions 
between the polymer and substrate surface.  
If strong bonds are formed between the oxygenated groups on the chains and silanol 
groups on the substrate surface, the concentration of oxygen near the free surface of the 
films should decrease with annealing time as the oxygenated groups get consumed to form 
the bonds. To examine this picture, we measured water contact angle (CA) of UVO 1s-
treated films with h0 = 5 nm (< Rg) and 20 nm (> Rg) before and after annealing at 172 °C 
for times exceeding the viscoelastic time, , of the films. The result is shown in Table 6.1. 
It reveals that after UVO treatment but before thermal annealing, CA is smaller than that 
of pristine PS films. This is expected because introduction of oxygenated groups should 
make the polymer more hydrophilic. After thermal annealing, CA returns to the CA found 
of pristine PS, supporting the proposal that surface oxygenated groups may be depleted 
due to substrate bond formation. Nevertheless, one also observes that the same finding can 
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also result from intra-chain segregation of the oxidized chain segments from the free 
surface (which lowers surface energy) without migration of the surface chains to the 
substrate surface. Cessation of migration of the oxidized surface chains may occur if the 
enthalpic barrier for them to diffuse across the more hydrophobic chains below is too large.  
 
Table 6.1: Water contact angles (CA) of pristine and UVO 1s-treated films with h0 = 5 and 20 nm with 
and without thermal annealing after UVO treatment. a)  
 
Sample Pristine UVO1s UVO1s, annealed 
PS451k, 5nm 89.3 ± 0.9 86.3 ± 0.7 88.8 ± 0.5 
PS451k, 20nm 89.3 ± 0.7 85.9 ± 0.4 89.2 ± 0.5 
 
 
a) The annealing temperature was 172oC and annealing times of 4.5 h and 1 h for the h0 = 5 and 20 nm 
film, respectively, which are longer than the viscoelastic time, , of the films.  
 
To clarify if the surface chains of the UVO-treated films actually diffuse away from 
the free surface (crudely defined to be the region within Rg of the free surface) upon 
annealing, we perform angle-resolved XPS on UVO 1s-treated PS451k and PS13k films 
with h0 = 110 nm (> 4Rg) before and after thermal annealing at 172 °C for 15 min (>   
400 s). 
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Figure 6.2: Normalized high-resolution C-1s and O-1s XPS spectra of PS samples for (a) 451K and (b) 
13K after subtraction of a linear background. Peak areas scaled by relative sensitivity factors (RSF) 
used to compute the atomic concentration. 
 
The choice of PS13k in this study is due to considerations of the XPS effective 
sampling depth, d, in PS as follows. Assuming that the distance over which photoelectrons 
can travel in a material before notable dissipation is 3λ, where λ is the attenuation length, 
d = 3sin. [104] (n.b. the take-off angle, , is measured from the film surface.) By 
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adopting λ = 2.2 nm for C-1s electrons with a kinetic energy of ~1200 eV in polymer, [105]  
one estimates d to be 6.6 nm and 2.8 nm at θ = 90° and 25°, respectively. For PS13k, 2.8 
< Rg  3.1 nm [92] < 6.6 nm. Then if the oxidized surface chains diffuse by distances larger 
than one Rg (or two Rg’s) and oxidation does not take place in the whole film, the XPS 
oxygen 1s signal of annealed UVO-treated PS13k obtained at θ = 25° (and 90°) should be 
the same, equal that of pristine PS13k. However, if the oxidized chains remain at the top 
of the film after annealing, the oxygen 1s signal of annealed UVO-treated PS13k obtained 
at θ = 25° should remain the same as that before annealing, i.e., higher than that of pristine 
PS13k.  
The O-1s and C-1s XPS spectra are displayed in Fig. 6.2 and the results are 
summarized in Table 6.3. To remove any confusions that may arise from unaccountable 
oxygen 1s signal of the pristine polymer (denoted by Pristine below), we consider the 
oxygen 1s signal after subtraction by Pristine, which are displayed in column 3 and 4 of 
Table 6.2 for the UVO-treated films before and after thermal annealing, respectively. For 
PS451k, the surface concentration of oxygen of the UVO-treated films as determined at θ 
= 25o returns to the level of pristine PS451k after annealing. This finding is consistent with 
the water contact angle result displayed in Table 6.1. For PS13k, the concentration of 
oxygen of the UVO-treated films as determined at both θ = 25° and 90° return to the pristine 
film level after annealing. This shows clearly that the oxidized surface chains diffused by 
distances larger than 2Rg on annealing. 
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Table 6.2: Concentration of oxygen (in atomic %), , based on XPS spectra of pristine and UVO 1s-
treated PS451k and PS13k films a) before and after thermal annealing. 
 
Oxygen 1s Pristine (%) Pristine (%) 
Pristine UVO1s UVO1s, annealed b) 
PS451k ( = 90o) 0.13 0.48 -0.02 
PS451k ( = 25o) 0.11 0.42 0.01 
PS13k ( = 90o) 0.47 0.30 -0.08 
PS13k ( = 25o) 0.38 0.43 0.07 
  
a) The film thickness is 110 nm, > 4Rg. 
b) Thermal annealing was performed at 172 °C for 15 min.  
 
6.4 Three-layer model analysis of the result 
The results of Tables 6.1 and 6.2 portray a picture of the UVO-treated films with a higher 
concentration of oxygenated groups on the substrate surface than that near the free surface. 
Correspondingly, the polymer mobility should decrease toward the substrate surface. We 
propose the three-layer model with a conforming mobility gradient to model the eff of the 
UVO-treated films (Fig. 6.1), the same as the model in Section 5.4.  
In the model, the films are assumed to consist of a bulk-like layer (where the 
viscosity equals bulk viscosity, bulk) centered between a surface mobile layer (with 
thickness ht and mobility Mt) and an immobile bottom layer (with thickness hb and zero 
mobility). [17] We find that the model is able to describe the data well as evident from the 
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good overlap seen between the model (solid lines) and experimental data in Fig. 6.1.  
 
Table 6.3: Summary of the three-layer model fit results for UVO 1s-treated PS451k films on various 
substrates. 
 hd                   
(nm) 
lt          
(nm) 
Δlt              
(nm) 
Mt(∞)    
(nm3∙Pa-1∙s-1) 
t/bulka) 
SiOH 0 to 3.6 14.0±1.0 0.97±0.13 (5.4±1.6)×10-4 1.1 
SiHOH 0 to 3.6 13.0±1.0 1.16±0.15 (5.0±1.5)×10-4 1.2 
SiH 0 to 3.6 12.0±1.5 1.48±0.18 (6.5±2.0)×10-4 0.9 
  
a) The values of ht was obtained by assuming the surface layer thickness ht to be Rg and the relation, t = 
ht3/3Mt(∞).   
 
The corresponding fit parameters are displayed in Table 6.3. One observes that 
among the different fit parameters, lt is the only one that varies beyond uncertainty with 
substrate type. Based on this finding and the finding that lt decreases with the 
concentration of Si-OH on the substrate surface, one may reason that mobility gradient in 
the film gets steeper with concentration of the substrate Si-OH. Moreover, it is the main 
reason for the observed variation in eff enhancement of the UVO-treated films.   
It may not be immediately apparent why the parameter lt, which also governs 
diminishment of Mt with h0 reduction as lt does, is relatively independent of the substrate 
OH groups. Here, we discuss a picture that may explain this. As discussed above, chemical 
bonds are formed between the oxidized PS chains and substrate OH groups. We anticipate 
these bonds would cause the bonded chains to lose mobility. In turn, the chains that 
entangle with the bonded chains may also suffer mobility deterioration. Specifically, the 
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more substrate bonds are formed the more small “loops” there would be on the substrate 
surface, which are expected to be effective in suppressing the mobility of the entangled 
chains by virtue of the smaller effective tube size. Such a picture may explain the decrease 
in lt with substrate OH groups. Separately, the region over which the bonded chains may 
influence the mobility of other chains should be within the vertical dimension of the bonded 
chains, which should be ~Rg from the substrate surface, independent of number of substrate 
bonds formed. This is in keeping with the observation that lt is approximately independent 
of the substrate type and smaller than Rg (Table 6.3).  
It is noteworthy that eff of the UVO-treated and pristine films converge at large h0, 
showing that viscosity of the polymer is little affected by the UVO treatment. This is in 
keeping with the short treatment time employed (1.0 s) and low concentration of 
oxygenated groups found in the treated films (Fig. 5.4). By using the fit values of Mt() in 
Table 6.3 and assumption that the surface layer thickness, ht, equals Rg, we estimated the 
values of surface viscosity, t, and listed them in the last column of Table 6.3 after 
normalization by bulk.  (The assumption, ht = Rg, is rationalized by the consideration that 
mobility concerns translational motions of polymer chains and so the thickness of the 
surface layer should be at least one Rg.)  The result shows that t  bulk for all the films. 
We attribute the bulk-like mobility of the surface chains to their entanglement with the 
inner chains that are bulklike, which may impose viscous drag on the surface chains to 
enforce the same, bulklike mobility. The facts that both the surface mobility and bulk 
viscosity of the polymer remain unchanged after our UVO treatment further supports the 
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above suggestion that modifications to the eff confinement effect of our films are mainly 
caused by modulations of the polymer-substrate interactions.  
 
6.5 Conclusions 
We have demonstrated that the effective viscosity confinement effect of polymer films can 
be controlled by using selective chemical modification of the polymer chains and/or 
substrate surface. The system used for demonstration was PS supported by oxide-coated 
silicon. Chemical modification of the polymer was achieved by exposing it to UVO for 1.0 
s inside a commercial UVO cleaner. Chemical modification of the substrate surface was 
achieved by varying the procedure used to clean the substrates. Based on results obtained 
by water contact angle measurements, XPS surface elemental analyses and layer model 
analyses, we conclude that the noted control on the effective viscosity confinement effect 
was achieved by adjustments of the polymer-substrate interactions.
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Chapter 7  
Effective Viscosity of Slipping Polystyrene Films on Soft, Compliant 
Surface 
 
7.1 Introduction 
The boundary condition of fluid flow at a polymer melt-substrate interface is in many 
situations are no-slip or weak-slip. But for polymer liquids, there can be substantial 
slippage. The degree of slippage can be further increased by reducing the interfacial friction 
through surface modifications and introduction of a soft, compliant interfacial layer.  In 
this chapter, we used polystyrene (PS) films supported by substrates coated with 
polydimethylsiloxane (PS-PDMS). Polydimethylsiloxane is a liquid at room temperature 
and interacts weakly with PS.  As such, the PDMS layer acts as a lubricant and causes 
strong slippage of the PS films on top [70].   
Slippage is a common phenomenon [106-116]. For liquid films, it is well 
established. Typically, the dynamics is describable by a hydrodynamic boundary condition 
specified by a slip length, b or equivalently friction coefficient,   /b, provided s = vs. 
(Here,  is the viscosity of the liquid, and vs and s is the slip velocity and shear stress at 
the boundary, respectively [116].) However, there is no consensus on the analogous 
description for slipping solids. Friction measurements under low normal loads, FN, [117-
119] and dewetting experiments [110] revealed that s ~ vs, with varying from 0.2 to 1 
[119, 120]. But at small velocities (< ~0.01 m/s), stick-slip motions ensued [117]. Friction 
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measurements under large FN’s revealed yet another set of behaviors that paralleled 
macroscopic friction [121]. However, these measurements usually entail damage to the 
substrate surface and hysteresis [118, 121].  
Here, we studied the slippage dynamics of entangled PS on PDMS by measuring 
the surface capillary dynamics of the films, wherein FN = 0. We focused on the results 
obtained from the films in the rubbery state to investigate solid slippage.  
 
7.2 Viscoelasticity of entangled films - power spectrum density analysis 
As mentioned in Section 4.1.1.2, the linear PDMS used has a melting point of -49.9 − 40° 
and is in liquid form at room temperature. Moreover, the PDMS has a relatively low surface 
free energy and the PDMS surface cannot be wetted by PS melts. Therefore, the PS films 
strongly slips on substrates with an adsorbed PDMS layer (thickness 7 1   nm). The 
dewetting phenomenon of the PS-PDMS system had been studied in detail [110]. The 
results indicated that there were strong influences from the viscoelasticity of the PS film 
and nonlinear friction effects [120]. In those experiments, the Laplace pressure was ~106 
Pa, comparable to the yield stress of PS [122]. The dewetting velocities were ~10-2 to ~103 
μm/s  [117, 118, 123]. Stresses and velocities of these magnitudes had been noted to cause 
slip transitions and so non-linear effects [112]. In this experiment, the Laplace pressures 
were tens of Pa only [18]. The flow velocity was < ~10-8 m/s [18]. We investigated the 
effective viscosity of slipping films under these conditions. 
The dynamics of entangled PS on silica (PS-SiOx) have been studied in Chapter 5 
and Chapter 6. For entangled film, we found that there were simultaneous fast and slow 
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dynamic modes. The fast modes were attributable to the dynamics of the polymer in the 
rubbery state and the slow ones to those in the viscous state. To accommodate both 
dynamics, we used adiabatic approximation [59] and derived the expression of t-dependent 
power spectrum density (PSD) [59] for entangled polymer films in Eq. (3.1a) and (3.1c), 
where A2q(0) is the initial PSD before any annealing and 
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 is the PSD of a non-slipping 
elastic film with shear modulus 0 and thickness h0 [124]. In this model,   eff/0 gives 
the onset time for the excitation of the slow modes [59, 125].  
Notably, Eq. (3.1c) is the same as that derived by Safran and Klein [126] for 
Maxwell liquid films with shear modulus 0 and viscosity , for which   /0. In Eq. 
(3.1a), it is assumed that the PSD jumps from A2q(0) to A
2
q,0 in a short time. The jump, 
attributable to the glass-to-rubber transition, is expected to occur in a short time (t < 1 s 
[127]). After the jump, our model predicts that the PSD stays stagnant, equal to A2q,0 for t 
<< , then evolves as a liquid film with viscosity  toward the equilibrium liquid-state PSD, 
A2q(∞), when t >>  (dotted line in Fig. 7.1). Fig. 7.1 show representative sequences of 
PSDs we obtained (symbols) and the best fits to Eq. (3.1). As the data show, the PSD 
evolved quickly from A2q(0) to A
2
q,0, consistent with the assumption. Moreover, it remained 
stagnant between t = 1500 and 6000 s (which are <<  = 32000 s). As one may see, the 
model describes the data well.  The obtained ηeff = 1.1108 Pas of the film became 
significantly reduced compared to the bulk viscosity of PS940K at 120C = 3.51011 Pas 
[91], due to slippage. 
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Figure 7.1:  A time-sequence of PSDs obtained from a PS-PDMS film (Mw = 940 kg/mol, h0 = 104 nm) 
with t indicated in the legend. The solid lines are the best fit to Eq. (1) with  = 0.025 N/m, eff = 0 = 
(3.4±1.0) kPa and eff =  = (1.1±0.3)108 Pas. The dotted line is A2q(∞) = kBT/q2. 
 
Several points are noteworthy. (i) Although residual stress should be present in 
our films [110, 128], it did not influence the measured surface capillary dynamics [129]. 
(ii) The PSD of the films after the jump from the glass-to-rubbery transition or A2q,0 has 
two parts. One part is A2q,elastic, which is the PSD of the film in the rubbery state if the film 
had been perfectly flat from start. The A2q,elastic is truncated below a lower cut-off 
wavevector, qc = (30/h03)1/4. The second part, namely the first term of the expression of 
A2q,0 in Eq. (3.1c), is the low-q remnant of the initial PSD after the q > qc portion of the 
spectrum has evolved into A2q,0. (iii) If there is slippage in the films, the values of  and 0 
obtained by fitting the data to Eq. (3.1) will not be the actual viscosity and shear modulus, 
but are effective values, denoted by eff and eff, respectively, below.  
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7.3 Effective viscosity of slipping liquid and slipping solid 
Here, we discuss the relations between eff (and equivalently mobility M) and the physical 
properties of the film under different slip conditions. Consider an in-plane Laplace pressure 
gradient, xP = -x3h(x, t), due to fluctuations in the film height h0 along an arbitrary 
direction of x (Fig. 7.2(a)). This pressure gradient would cause a velocity profile v(z) (// -
xP) in the film, where z is the out-of-plane coordinate. As in Refs. [16, 18, 59, 60], we 
define M  -J/xP, where
0
0
( )
h
J v z dz  ) and eff  h0
3/3M. For slipping liquids, the 
dynamics is commonly described by the slip length, b [116]. A representative velocity 
profile v(z) of a strongly slipping liquid film (viz. b > h0) is shown in Fig. 7.2(a). By 
definition, b  dv/dz|z=0 = vs/b. Assuming that the liquid viscosity is , the shear stress at 
the slip boundary is s = dv/dz|z=0. The two give the linear relation, vs = swith   /b. 
In the weak slip regime [116] as derived in Eq. (3.13),  
M = h0
3/3 + h02/      (for slipping liquid).                      (7.1)
In the strong-slip regime for overdamped dynamics, the equation of motion is [116]:  
     02 / 2 /x x xv b h v bh P       .                                (7.2) 
Introducing the dimensionless coordinate, x’ = x / , where  is the horizontal length scale 
of the problem, the first term on the RHS can be written as 4(/h0)x’2v, where   b(h0/)2 
is a rescaled slip length. If /h0 << 1, which applies to our films, this term is negligible. Eq. 
(7.2) becomes M = J/xP = h0v/xP = (bh02/= h02/q. (3.14) Clearly, this result is 
accountable by Eq. (7.1) under the presumed condition for strong slip, namely b >> h0. 
Therefore, we adopt Eq. (7.1) for the viscous-state mobility of all our films.   
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Figure 7.2: (a) Experimental geometry and a representative v(z) of a strongly slipping liquid due to an 
applied xP. The blue shaded area is the unit-width current, J. (b) Effective viscosity versus film 
thickness of PS-PDMS with different Mw’s as marked. The solid and dashed line is the best fit to eff = 
h03/3M, with M = h02/ and M = h0/(3n0), respectively. The dotted line is a calculation using M = 
h0/(3n0) + (h03/3 + h02/). 
 
In solid films, we presume that xP also imparts a slip velocity, vs. As before for 
liquid films, we propose that vs = x/ = h0xP/ and will verify it by experiment later. For 
solids, dv/dz must be zero otherwise shear strain will grow unlimitedly with time, which is 
unphysical. Therefore, the dynamics must be plug flow and v(z) = vs. This gives J = h0vs = 
h0
2xP/ and 
hfor slipping solid).
Eq. (7.3) implies that eff = h0/3, which is linear in h0. In this work, we employ  rather 
than b in describing slippage because the concept of b (which presumes that dv/dz  0) is 
inappropriate for solids. A recent result of Cross et al. [119] may reflect this issue.  
Fig. 7.2(b) displays the data of eff versus h0 in a log-log scale. As one can see, the 
data of the PS393k and PS940k films (solid symbols) overlap. We found that eff ~ h0 for 
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h0 > 100 nm, but eff ~ h02 for h0 < 100 nm. Fitting the h0 > 100 nm data to Eq. (7.3) gives 
 = (5.8  0.5)  106 Pas/nm. For the PS115k films, the data (open circles) approach a 
plateau value on the right, which is close to the bulk viscosity of PS115k (bulk ≈ 3.8  108 
Pas [91]). We had tried in vain to fit this data to Eq. (7.1). Specifically, while Eq. (7.1) 
describes the data in the plateau region well, it does poorly in the thin film region where 
the data converge to the eff ~ h02 dependence exhibited by the higher Mw films (dashed 
line).  
 
7.4 Slippage dynamics of rubbery films and viscoelastic liquid films 
To gain insight into the eff ~ h02 dependence, we examine the plot of eff versus h0 (Fig. 
7.3(a)). There, one sees that eff = 6  4 kPa for h0 > ~100 nm. This value agrees within a 
factor of ~2 with the 0 of PS-SiOx, which is non-slipping for this range of h0. [18, 60]. 
Below ~100 nm, eff is a function of h0. Specifically, for intermediate h0’s (~39  h0  ~100 
nm), the data is describable by eff = (qc,pin4/3)h03 (dashed line), where qc,pin is a constant 
with the best fit value of 4.5 ± 0.5 m-1 provided  = 0.03 N/m. For small h0’s ( 39 nm), 
eff = (1602/3)h0 using no adjustable parameters (dotted line). These observations are 
consistent with the substrate consisted of discrete pins separated by an average distance of 
lpin = 2/qc,pin. For such a substrate, the capillary waves with wavelengths 2/q > lpin should 
see the substrate to be non-slipping (NS) (Fig. 7.3(b)) but those with 2/q > lpin should see 
it as freely slipping (FS) (Fig. 7.3(b)). Concomitantly, we noted above that eff(h0) was 
consistent with the NS case for h0 > ~100 nm, but the FS case for h0  39 nm. Then the 
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constant qc found in the intermediate h0’s (inset of Fig. 7.3(a)) is most naturally ascribed 
the value of 2/lpin.  
 
 
Figure 7.3: (a) (Main) A summary of eff versus h0 of our films. The solid line denotes the eff(h0) 
function for NS films, namely eff = 0. The dashed line denotes that when lpin = 2/qc. The dotted line 
denotes the case when the films are FS. (Inset) Vertically shifted A2q,0 of the PS940k films with 39  h0 
 104 nm showing that qc ≈ 4.5 m-1. The dash-dot lines denote the A2q(∞)’s. The wavevectors marked 
as 1.73qc, are where [A2q,(∞) -A2q,elastic]/A2q,(∞) = 0.1. (b) Drawings showing why 2/qc > (<) lpin leads 
to a NS (FS) case.  
 
It has been noted that Eq. (7.3) fits the eff versus h0 data of the films with Mw ≥ 
393 kg/mol and h0 > ~100 nm. But in fact, Eq. (7.1) does too, attributable to b >> h0 for 
these films. (By using bulk = 2.1  1010 Pas for PS393k and  = 5.8106 Pas/nm, one 
finds b = 3700 nm. For PS940k, b is even bigger.)  It is then important to clarify if our 
films were solid or liquid when the slow dynamics commenced. To this end, we plotted  
( eff/eff) versus h0 in Fig. 7.4. We also calculated the reptation time of the films, rep (= 
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bulk /0) by using the reported values of bulk [91] and 0 = 6 kPa. The calculation gave 
rep ≈ 6104 s for PS115k and rep ≥ 4  106 for Mw ≥ 393 kg/molThe finding,  < rep, 
means that we should regard the eff ~ h0 dependence exhibited by the Mw ≥ 393 kg/mol 
and h0 > ~100 nm films to be a slipping solid behavior. Paradoxically, the eff of the very 
same films exhibited the NS character from Fig. 7.3(a). To reconcile these observations, 
we propose the substrate pins inferred from Fig. 7.3 to be non-permanent and their 
relaxations after  gave way to the onset of slow dynamics.  
 
 
Figure 7.4: Crossover time, for the onset of the slow-mode dynamics, plotted versus film thickness. 
The dotted line is the solid line in Fig. 7.2(b) dividend by 0 = 6 kPa. The dashed line is  = 4  104 s, 
which is the average value of  for h0  100 nm. The error bars of  are calculated based on propagation 
of uncertainties due to those of  eff and eff.  
 
In deriving Eq. (7.3), it was assumed that vs = sMoreover, any elastic 
displacements of the films due to s were neglected. As h0 decreases, vs decreases. In 
addition, the elastic constant of a film, K ~ 20(1+)h0  30h0 (where   0.5 is Poisson’s 
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ratio) gets smaller. So at small enough h0, the contribution from the film’s elastic 
deformation to M may not be ignored.  
Consider a pressure gradient xP acting on a solid film supported by a surface with 
discrete pins ~lpin apart. The surface stress, s = h0xP engenders pulls on the pins. 
Balance of forces requires that n f = h0xP where n = 1/lpin2. When a pin (at some site j) 
is released, the forces become imbalanced. The unbalanced force fj would cause the film to 
slide by some amount that we label x. Sometime later, a new pin is formed to maintain 
the total number of pins to the same value. But generally it does not contribute to the force 
balance as it is most likely formed after the system has reached equilibrium. Assuming 
linear response, x ~ fj/K. If depin is the lifetime of a pin, the velocity of the film arising 
is vx ~ f /(depinK). Using this, 0 xn f h P  , M =  vxh0 /xP and K = 30h0, we obtain  
 i 00 dep n3/h nM   .                                                    (7.4)  
This gives eff ~ ndepin0h02. On fitting Eq. (7.4) to the Mw ≥ 393 kg/mol and 0h  < 100 nm 
data, we obtain eff ~ 8000h02 (dashed line, Fig. 7.2(b)). To estimate the theoretical value 
of the prefactor, ndepin0, we use n = (5 ± 1)  1011 m-2, depin =  = (4 ± 3)104 s and 0 = 
6 kPa, which give 120 Pas/nm2, i.e., 67 times smaller than the experimental value. In the 
above derivation, we had assumed that only h0xP and the pinning forces fj act on the film. 
But in practice, there could be other forces. Damman et al. [111] found that the PS-PDMS 
interfaces were diffusive. We contemplate that the pins are caused by defects in the PDMS 
adsorbed layer that may enable occasional contacts of the PS chains to the silicon 
underneath. The interpenetrations between boundary chains as implied by Damman et al.’s 
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result suggest that there ought to be weaker pins as well, but they should have shorter 
lifetimes. Because of the shorter life, these pins do not contribute to the balance of forces 
in the steady state. But they could when the film takes on transient elastic deformations 
upon pin releases. If the shorter-lived pins are not fully relaxed when a new, regular pin is 
formed, the unrelaxed short-lived pins would cause x to decrease and make eff larger.    
 Next, we account for the eff versus h0 of the 115 kg/mol films. Fig. 7.4 shows that 
 ~ rep = 6  10-4 s. Then the slippage dynamics of these films in the liquid state may 
contribute to M besides those of the rubbery state. We thus write M to be M = h0/(3n0) + 
(h03/3 + h02/). By using the best fit values of 1/(3n0) and  found above and  = bulk 
for PS115k, we attained excellent agreement with experiment without using any adjustable 
parameters (dotted line, Fig. 7.2(b)).  
It is remarkable that a single value of  is able to fit all the data. By using this value, 
we estimate that b   = 66 ± 13 nm for the PS115k films. This value is comparable, 
within uncertainty, to that measured for PDMS on PDMS-adsorbed-on-Si by dewetting ( 
250 ± 180 nm) [130] upon rescaling to match the Mw using b ~  ~ Mw3.4. The smaller slip 
length we found might be due to the higher Mw of our PDMS (namely, 90k as opposed to 
8.8k [130]). Higher Mw of the adsorbed polymer engenders a broader interface [131] and 
hence bigger .   
 
7.5 Conclusions 
The dynamics of interfacial slippage of entangled polystyrene (PS) films on an adsorbed 
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layer of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) on silicon was studied from the surface capillary 
dynamics of the films. By using PS with different molecular weights, we observed slippage 
of the films in the viscoelastic liquid and rubbery solid state respectively. Remarkably, all 
our data can be explained by the linear equation, J = -MP and a single friction coefficient, 
, where J is the unit-width current, M is mobility and P is Laplace pressure. For viscous 
films, M is accountable by using conventional formulism. For rubbery films, M takes on 
different expressions depending on whether the displacements associated with the slip 
velocity, vs (~P/), dominate or elastic deformations induced by P dominate. For 
viscoelastic liquid films, M is the sum of the mobility of the films in the viscous and rubbery 
states. 
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Chapter 8  
Conclusions and Future Work 
 
In this thesis, we have studied the relation between the dynamic property of supported 
polymer thin films and modifications that can be made to the polymer-substrate interfaces. 
We demonstrated that the effective viscosity (ηeff) of Polystyrene (PS) films could be 
modulated by adjusting the polymer-substrate interaction and introducing interfacial 
slippage.  
By treating the PS with ultraviolet ozone (UVO) and varying the procedure used to 
clean the substrates, the effect of polymer-substrate interaction on the ηeff of the films was 
studied. UVO treatment produced oxygenated functional groups in the polymer and varied 
silicon wafer cleaning procedures changed the concentrations of Si-OH and Si-H groups 
on the substrate surface. We found that after UVO exposure, the ηeff of films became 
enhanced and the degree of enhancement increased (decreased) with the concentration of 
Si-OH (Si-H) groups on the substrate surface, ascribable to the resulting increases in the 
attractive interaction between the UVO-induced oxygenated groups in the polymer and the 
Si-OH on the substrate surface. By using UVO-treated PS films with different molecular 
weights, we studied the length scale for the influences of both interfacial interaction as well 
as free surface on the local mobility of polymer chains. We found that entanglement, i.e., 
coupling between chains, is an important factor for the local chain mobility to affect the 
flow properties of the whole film. 
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By covering the supporting substrate with a soft, compliant layer of 
polymethylsiloxane (PDMS), on which PS slips strongly, the effect of slippage on the 
dynamics of entangled PS films with different molecular weights was studied. The ηeff of 
the films became significantly reduced due to slippage. On examining the relaxation times 
(τ) of the films, we realized that the Mw > ~393 kg/mol films (which are viscoelastic, exhibit 
elastic character at short times below τ but viscous character for times exceeding τ) were 
in the rubbery elastic state when the measured dynamics took place, which is not covered 
by the prevailing theory. Based on our result, we establish for the first time obey the same 
linear relation, J = -MP, as strongly slipping liquid films do, where J is the unit-width 
current, M is mobility ( h03/3 ηeff with h0 being the film thickness) and P is Laplace 
pressure. We found that a single friction coefficient (which characterizes M) was able to 
describe all our data, irrespective of whether the films were in the solid or liquid state. A 
microscopic model is proposed that explains our observations. 
This thesis work leads to simple strategies of engineering the polymer-substrate 
surfaces to design and fabricate polymer films with premeditated dynamic properties. 
Having such ability significantly enhances the leverage to adapt materials to the ever-
changing demands on their properties . 
There are some natural extensions to the work presented in this thesis. For example, 
rather than using UVO to modify the polymer-substrate interaction, in an on-going work 
we add polymer with oxygenated groups (homopolymer with modified monomers or 
copolymers as discussed in Chapter 2.1) to the neat PS films and study the dynamics of 
mixed films. Another interesting topic is to study the influence of the roughness of 
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supporting substrate on the dynamics of thin films, which is of great significance, since in 
real life applications the surfaces are often not perfectly flat.  
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